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SILVER CITY,

VOL. 1, NO. 5.

N. 51., WEDNESDAY,

DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION H.

T. Hughes,
C. McCarty,

Grant County Democrats Nominate a
Strong County Ticket.

COMMITTER

I.nrg' Attendance

from Outxlrie
muí a IIurmonloiiH Convention
With Good Feeling on
All Sides.

I're-iliic- tx

Tlie democratic county convention was
called to order last Saturday morning at
Morrill hall, by Hon. J. 5V. Fleming,
chairman of the democratic, county central committee, at 10:30. Secretary
( jiarlcs G. Bell read the call for the con-

,
--

Chas. Metcalf.
RULES

AND

PEHMANENT

5Vellgehausen,

Frank Bell,
A. J. Looinia,
D. Gorman,
F. Olguin,
J. Matta,
5V. B. Horn,
J. E. Cosper,
J. T.Muir,
J. F. Whitniiro,
Jos. Boone,
II. Feltis,

Chas. Poe,
D. Doran,
A. Dolan,
J. F. Heatley,
H. Noel,
II. A. Martin,

J.
J.

J. P. Ownby,
5V. D. Tucker,
5V. M. Irvin,
John Perry,
P. Mungall.

--

:

PRECINCT
COMMITTEE

T. 5V. Holson,

Jas. Jackson,
L. A. Skelly,
J. H. Allison,
L. Lopez,
J. Mat' a,
5V. C. Conant,.

5'indham,
J. T.Muir,
J. F. Whitmirc,
A. C.

John Bumside,

ON CREDENTIALS.

Chas. Poe,
J. D. Doran,
55ralter Davis,

Frank Bell,
James Jackson,
5Vm. Christinan,
5Vm. Pound,

J. F. Heatley,
D. Fitzsiniraons,
C. E. Burtcher,
T. J. Coggin,
Thos. Hall,

F. Knox,
F. Jermanes,
J. L. Rutland,

5V.

G. 5V. M. Carvil,
C. G. Bell,

H.

S.

Martyr,

W. Fleming,

John Gillett,
Thos. S. Heflin,
M. V. Cox,
M. K. White,
5V. T. 5Villiams,
G. D. Bantz,

2.

J.

D. Nolan,
A. Hirsehberger,

Robert Kirker.

PRECINCT

J.

NO.

NO.

3.

L. A. Skelly,
Al Hood,

Ed White,
A.

J.

Loomis,

Brahin,
Frank Maiser,
Con Nolan,
5Vm.

A. II. Harllee,
James Harvey,
Steve Uhle.
4.

NO,

PRECINCT

vention, after which the chairman deCOMMITTRR ON PLATFORM.
clared that nominations for temporary
Chas. Poe,
II. McAllister,
chairman of the convention were in
J. D. Nolan,
J. D. Doran,
order.
A. H. Harllee,
E. E. Toney,
L. A. Skelly nominated J. 5V. Fleming C. Byrne,
J. F. Heatley,
and 5V. B. Walton nominated G. D. J. Martinez,
J. 0. Toney,
Bantz.
The nominations were closed J. Matta,
II. A. Martin,
and a rising vote was taken which re- 5V. P. Doyle,
T. J. Coggin,
sulted in 57 for Fleming and 25 for Lon Moore,
J. A. Graves,
Bantz.
Fleming thanked the conven- J. T.Muir, .
W.F.Knox,..
tion for the honor conferred and referred
., briefly to the law paeü hj the Inst J. P. McGrorty, J. L. Rutland,
:í'Tegislature reducing the fees of county H. P. Hughes,
F. M. Harper.
officers and said that he hoped that H. Feltis,
every democrat would stand by it.
After the committees had been apNominations for temporary secretary pointed the convention took a recess unwere then declared to be in order and til 2 o'clock. Upon the reassembling of
the names of 55 B. 55ralton, John Bum-sid- e the delegates the committee on credenand 5r. T. Williams were placed be- tials made the following report which
fore the convention. Each of the gen- was read by L. A. Skelly, secretary of
tlemen named withdrew and Charles G. the committee :
Bell was nominated and elected as temMr. Chairman: 5Vc, your committee
porary secretary.
on credentials, find the following deleJudge Boone moved that, as the pre- gates with proper credentials, and ask
cincts were called each delegation should that they be given a voice in this conselect one of its number to serve on the vention :
committees on credentials, rules and
PRECINCT NO. 1.
permanent organization, and platform. Harry McAllister, Thomas W. Holson,
The call of precincts was begun and J. Wellgehausen, Oliver Myers.alt.act.
5V. II. Dtirkee.
the following committees were appoint- Albert Strauch,
ed

PRICK 5 CENTS.

19, 1894..

ORGANIZATION.

J.
A

ON

SEPTEMBER.

J. II. Allison,

C. Byrne,
D. Gorman,

precinct no. 5.
Julian Martinez.
Faustino Olguin,
L. Lopez,
precinct no. 6.
Frank Mitchell, by
Julian Matta,
proxy Julian Matta.
J. A. Potter was afterward given a
seat in the convention as a delegate
from Georgetown.

precinct no. 7.
Avaristo Cook,
Conant,
5V. B. Horn.
Ross Thomas,

5V. L.

5V. P. Doyle,
PRECINCT

A. C. Windham,- J. E. Cosper,

8.

NO.

Lon Moore.

precinct no. 9.
John Muir.

J.

precinct no. 10.
Sterling Burwell by
proxy J.F.5Vhitm'e,

F. Whitmire,

precinct no. 11.
Frank MeGlinehv,
C.5V.Klausman, by Chas. Allen,
p'xy J. Bumside, James Tracy,
John Bumside,
Frank Peters,
L. I. Marshall,
Bud 5Villiams,
John Phillips,
Jeff Keith,
5V.
Bumside, alt.
J. P. McGrorty,
for J. 5V. Foster.
5V. B. 5Talton,
J. M.IIollingsw'rth
by proxy J. Bumside,
precinct no. 12.
l. P. Hughes.
precinct no. 13.
Horace H. Feltis.
C. McCarthy,
Jos. Boone,

precinct no.
Chas. Poe,
Win. Davis
B.Mitchell

14.

by Chas. Poe, proxy.

B. F. McDoughle
C. 5V. Gassoway

"
"
"

'

"

"

"
"

"

PRECINCT NO. 15.

J.

D. Doran.
PRECINCT NO. 16.

Geo. Horn brook,
Edward E. Toney, James A. Dolan.

5Talter Davis,

PRECINCT

J.

no. 17.

F. Heatley.
PRECINCT NO. 18.

Harry G. Noel.
James 0. Toney,
Duke'FitzSimmons.
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PRECINCT NO. 19.

H. A. Martin,

V. E. Burtcher.

PRECINCT NO.

20.
Coggin.'

SEPTEMBER 19, 1894.

of the deliberations of this convention;

Kious.....

42

that the permanent chairman be autho-ize- d
to appoint a sergeant at arms and

Martin
Foote
Fleming

39
15

1
an assistant whose duty it shall be to
None of the candidates having received
preserve
order
convention
the
hall.
in
PRECINCT NO. 21.
We recommend for permanent officers a majority of all the votes cast, another
Tom Hall,
J. A. Graves.
of this convention :
ballot was ordered. Obed Foote then
W. 1). Tucker;
J.W.Fleming for permanent chair- withdrew from the contest and the sec
PRECINCT NO. 22.
ond ballot resulted as follows :
man,
W. F. Knox,
W. M. Irvine.
50
Joseph Boone for vice chairman,
Kious
PRECINCT NO. 23.
47
John Burnside for secretary.
Martin
FranciseoJermanuB, John Perry.
declared
nomi
was
the
Kious
Respectfully submitted,
John F.
Joseph Boonk, Chairman.
PRECINCT NO. 24.
nee for the office of collector of Grant
A. J. Loo.mis, Secretary.
v
J. L. Rutland.
county.
Nominations for the office of probate
The report was adopted with the adPRECINCT NO. 23.
Chas. Meten If.
dition of a clause providing that a ma- clerk were then called and the name of
Peter Mungall,
F. M. Harper,
jority of the votes of the delegates pres- E. M. Young was placed before the conT. W. HpLHO.s, Chairmui).
ent should be necessary to nominate and vention. No other candidate was placed
L. A. Skklly, Secretary.
that in case more than two persons were in nomination and Mr. Young was nominAfter the adoption of thin report Judge seeking the nomination for the same inated by acclamation amid the most
was
called
upon
He
enthusiasm.
tense
lioone, from the committee on rules and office, the lowest man should lie dropped
to speak and attempted to do so from his
permanent organization,read the follow- after the second ballot.
of the hall but the up:
ing
The report of the committee on plat place in the rear
Mr. Chairman: Your committee on form was then read bv A. H. Harllee as roar was so great that he could not be
heard a dozen feet away. Amid the
rules and permanent organization sub- - follows
of the delegates for him to come
shouts
miu the following report:
.Mr. Chairman : Your committee on
We recommend the following order of platform and resolutions respectfully forward, ho was escorted to the platform
and thanked the convention for the nomsubmit the following report:
business :
of
We, the democrats
Grant county, in ination and pledged himself, if elected,
1. The report of the committee on
our de to do his duty in the future as he had
assembled,
reaffirm
convention
resolutions.
votiou to the time honored principles of done in the past.
2. The nomination of county officers
the democratic nartv as enunciated in
For assessor there were two names
in order as follows ;
the platform adopted by the democratic
partv in national convention assembled before the convention, that of S. A.
1.
Sheriff.
at Chicago in 1892, believing that the Alexander and that of David Tullock.
2. Collector.
democratic party is now as it has always The ballot resulted as follows :
It.
Probate Clerk.
been in the past, the party of the people
34
Alexander
4. Assessor,
and the party to which the people of the
58
ó. Probate Judge,
country should look for the honest and
Tullock
eeoiwfcieal administration of public af- 2
Daly
ti. Treasurer.
tairs.
DavidíriSffoi K was then declared to be
7. Supt. of Public Schools.
We favor the free and unlimited coin8. County Surveyor.
age of silver at the ratio of 16 to 1 and the nominee for assessor.
believe that on the passage of such a
R. V. Newsham and S. B. Gillett were
9. Coroner.
measure depends the welfare of the then nominated for the office of probate
10. Three County Commissioners.
country at large and the revival of all
11. One Representative to the Legjudge and a ballot was taken with the
branches of business.
islature from Grant County.
We favor the honest, and economical following result :
of county affairs and
60
12. Eight delegates to the territorial administration
Newsham
pledge
our
unqualified
support to the law
34
1894.
Las
.
17,
Gillett
convention at
Cruces Sept.
passed bv the last legislature reducing
13. Seven delegates to the 8th Counof
Newsham
V.
R.
The
nomination
the salaries of county officers.
cil district and 14th Representative diswas then made unanimous.
A. H. Harllee, Chairman.
J. P. McGrorty, Sec'y.
trict convention at Las Cruces on the
For treasurer G. AV. M. Carvil was
17th of Sept. 1894.
The free silver plank and the plank in nominated by acclamation, and B. T.
14. Seven delegates to the 9th Counreference to the reduction of the salaries Link was also nominated by acclamation
cil district convention at l.as Cruces of coiintiy officials were loudly applauded for superintendent of schools. For surSept. 17, 1894.
and the report was adopted without a veyor George R. Brown was nominated
15. The election of n chairman of dissenting voice.
by acclamation. There were a number of
the county central committee.
The chairman then declared that nom- nominations for coroner, most of the
We recommend that 8 delegates be
inations for the office of sheriff of Grant names being placed before the convenchosen to the territorial convention anil county were in order and Baylor Shan- tion simply for a little fun, but Isaac
of the
7 to each
district
non and M. P. Moore were placed liefore G i vens was finally nominated by acclathe convention. W. B. Walton and W. mation for the place.
We recommend that there lie elected
f. Williams were appointed tellers and Nominations for the office of county
two delegates from each of the commisthe ballot was taken with the following commissioner were then declared in orsioner's districts in ibis county and two result :
der for the first commissioner's district
at large to the territorial convention and
and the names of F. J. Davidson, J.
02
Shannon
two delegates from each of the commisCrockett Givens and Green Landruni
35
Moore
sioner's districts and one at large to
were put before the convention. A balTin- nomination of Baylor Shannon for
each of th" district conventions.
lot was taken which resulted as follows :
We recommend that upon all nomina- - sheriff was made unanimous.
Davidson
55
Tor collector the names of J. F. Kious,
lions the vote be laken bv written or
Givens
15
I). A. .Martin and Obcd Foote were
printed ballot.
Landrum
19
We recommend the adoption of Rob- - placed before the convention The bal- F. J. Davidson was duly declared to
erts' Rules of Order for the poveninient lot resulted as follows:
be the nominee for countv commissioner

J. P. Ownby,

T. J.

-

.

1

"

THE EAGLE: WEDNESDAY,

SEPTEMBER 19, 1894.

from the first district of Grant county.
J. Clark, J. C. Givens, A. Hirshberger
For the second district S. S. Brannin, and Charles G. Bell members of the exJ. L. Vaughn and Thomas J. Clark were ecutive committee. At 8 :30
conven-

named. The vote was as follows :
Brannin
46
Vaughn
29
Clark
io
S. S. Brannin, having received a majority of all the votes cast, was declared
nominated as county commissioner from
the second district.
J. P.Ownby, A. J. Clark and James.
H. Tracy were named from the third
district and the vote resulted :

the

tion adjourned after having done its work
harmoniously and well.
No convention has ever been held in
Silver City where the work was done
with less friction and the democrats of
the county generally will be well satisfied with the ticket which was placed in

nomination. Every precinct in the
county was represented and many of the
delegations were unbroken, few proxies
being held by the delegates in convention.

:

rates to come to Silver City to see the
corner stone laid.
At 1 o'clock the procession was formed
in front of Masonic hall on Broadway
where a large crowd had assembled to
see the procession start. Mayor Fleming acted as marshal of the day and at
1 :20 the procession
started up Bullard
street in the following order:
Fort Bayard Band.
Grand Lodge of Masons and escort of
Knights Templars and A. F.& A. M.
Odd Fellows.

Knights of Pythias.
Ownby
16
Ancient Order of United Workmen.
'
Clark
57
Silver City Fire Department.
THE CORNER STONE LAID.
Trftcy
16
Silver City Base Ball Club.
A. J. Clark was then formally declared to be the nominee for commis- Two Thousand People Witness the Citizens and Visitors on foot and in
carriages.
sioner from the third district. A recess
Ceremony.
Helen Keliekah lodge No. 7, I. O. O.F.,
was then taken until 7 o'clock.
was well represented but was not in the
When the convention reassembled The Corner Stone of the Normul Hchool of
procession.
New Mexico Laid with MahoiiIi'
after Biipper it was announced that the
At the corner of Bullard and Sixth
Ore monies LuHt Frlilny.
first order of business would be the nomstreets the procession was joined by the
ination of a candidate for the house of
Last Friday was a red letter day in niemlxw of the order of the Eastern
representatives of the next territorial
Star and the pupils of the normal and
legislature from Grant county. Eight the history of Silver City. Although
public schools which swelled the number
candidates were placed in the field but there were but a few days for preparain the line of march by several hundred.
they all withdrew except Joseph Boone tion, the corner stone of the new normal
The
site of the new building wa
school
laid
was
here
with imposing cereand William Knox. A ballot was taken
a little before 2 o'clock, when
reached
and the result was announced as fol- monies which were witnessed by fully
preparations
were immediately comtwo thousand people.
lows :
menced for laying the corner stone. The
In the morning people began arriving
Boone
66
from the surrounding country and by 10 copper box which had been prepared for
Knox
25
the reception of articles to be placed in
Judge Boone was' declared the nomi- o'clock there were a good many people
the corner stone was partially filled
nee for the legislature from this county on the streets from surrounding towns
at
the postollice store, but it was opened
and he was called on for a speech. He and ranches About tlán time the reat the building for the reception of such
of
lodges
ception
various
the
committees
resjxtnded with a few well chosen
small articles as the persons present dekiffiselr toork.fw the and the citizens' committee went to the
to
in it.
"
Thinner house to meet the special train sired place
interests of Grant county.
box was deposited in the
When
the
The following delegates were chosen to from Deming.. At 10:20 the special
stone it contained the current issues of
represent Grant county in the territorial train which had been chartered by
the city papers, lists of the teachers and
commandery, K. T., of Deming,
convention at Las Cruces on the 17th
pupils of the normal and public schools,
inst. : J. W. Fleming, A. Hirshberger, arrived with the members of the comautographs of many of the citizens of the
of
J..L. Vaughn, S. S. Brannin, John mandery and quite a number Deming
(Continued on next page.)
Burnside, Charles Poe, Julius AVellge-hause- n people who took advantage of the seeial
and W. B. Walton. After some
discussion it was decided to allow these
PRIZE AT WORLDS M
C.M.HENDERSONtCO. TOOt
delegates to represent the county in the
district conventions at Las Cruces instead of electing other sets of delegates
for this purpose.
The members of the central committee
were then named as follows :
ty

v

I'KE-

-

lKK-

C'l.NCT.

T. W. Holson,
F. Bell,
3. L. A. Skelly,
1.

2.

4. D. S.

Gorman,

5. F. Olguin,
6.

J.

"fe

-

CI.NCT.

A. Potter,

14. C. Poe,
15. R. T. Brown,
16. D.

"

HENDERSON?

xrrraiwn 'Pgt"Tim

mdschoo7 yoSst shoes

Eggleston,

17. Geo. Roberts,
18. J. Toney,
19. á. Sloan,

7. W. B.

20. B. B. Ownby,
Horn,
8. A. C. Windham,
21. H.G.Crawford
9. Frank Reno,
22. J. Twaits,
2;!. J. Perry,
10. S. Burwell,
11. J. Burnside,
24. A. J. Fuller,
12. S. S. Brannin,
25. P. Mungall.
111. A. Martin,
The convention then named J. W.
Fleming chairman and Win. Brahm, A.

For Sale only at

C. C.

Shoemakers.
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PERSONAL
Mention

Georee Redi, who has been mining in
Mrs. W. B. Walton was here last
for nearly a year,
week. She returned to Deming Sunday the Organ mountains
week. He has a fine prop
last
returned
Do morning.
erty down there which will soon be
R. G. Clarke was up from Deming to

PALAVER.

of People You

SEPTEMBER 19, 1894.

Do and

Not Know.

attend the corner stone laying and ball

The finest line of Imported and Do
Other Intereittliig Matter Which Can He last Friday.
Cigars in the city, at Nolan s opmestic
Head With Profit By All Our
Buy your School Supplies at W. L. posite Post Office.
TownHiM'ople.

George
week.

If. Utter went

to Carlisle lust

T. F. Farnsworth was up from Hudson
last week.
Bring your job work to Tim Eaoi.k office. It will bedone neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
Ed' Moulton was in from the Sapello
tli in week.
V. 1. TorHell wax here from 1 leming
last Friday.
Fresh Fruits of all kinds received daily
at the I'ost Ollice store.
B. T. Link.
School Books for every one at Porter- field's.
Sim Ehy was up from the lower Mim-

bren hist week.
For fresh candies, fruits and line cigars
go to Bose & Fritter's.
T. F. Chandler arrived from the
ollón last Friday.

Mog-

Ji'nt lÍKCMVKi) An elegant line
ollice stationery at Porterlield's.

of

Don't read our neiglrhor's paper hut
sulwcriU' for Tun Eaglk.
George Bell and family have returned
from a trip to the Gila hot springs.
Mrs. J. Black returned from a ten
days' viriit to Deming last Wednesday.
Hose & Fritter receive fresh fruit on
every train. Give them an order.
1'ostiiiastcr Skelly went to the territorial convention at Las Cruces this week.
Prof. G. W. Miles was a passenger on
Sunday morning's train for Las Cruces.
U. F. Zottman will make Silver City
regularly, tuning and selling pianos,
every three or four months.
Piano
owners of Silver City will no doubt lie
pleased to patronize a reliable tuner.
Mrs. B. II. Speed returned last week
from au outing in the Burro mountains.
Tom Bonne has returned from lladley
where he has Iteen for about three weeks.
Have your pianos tuned and repaired
ny a rename tuner.
V. K. Llovd and wife, of Deming, at- lended the corner stone lavitur
lasi Fri- -'
'

Jackson's & Co's.
E. L. Foster, receiver of the Dane
banks, was in the city last Thursday on
business.
Have your pianos tuned and repaired
by a reliable tuner.
A. B. Simons was among the passengers on the special train from Deming
last Friday.
F. M. Harper and Master Clark, of
the Gila, were callers at Tun Eaoi.r office last Saturday.
Have your pianos tuned and repaired
by a reliable tuner.
Mrs. Ed Dickinson, who has been visiting in Tennessee for the past three
month, returned last Sunday.
Soaps, Toilet Articles and Perfumery
at W. L. Jackson & Co's.
Frank Jones, Tom Ashton and Art.
Looslcy are back from a lear bunt and
fishing trip to the (rila hot springs.
Judge Seaman Meld and wite were
among the Deming people who came up
to see the corner stone laid last Friday
Fresh fruits of all kinds arriving daily
at olan s, opposite rout Ulhee.
J. L. Vanfftn, of thejowür.. Mimbres,
wasliere in attendance at the democrat
ic county convention last Saturday.
Cío to Rose fe Fritter's for fresh made
candies.
Mrs. J. A. Mahoney and lier two
daughters came up from Deming last
Friday. They returned Sunday morn

;.lVi

Lost Oiie opa' ring.
Finder
this ollice and be

plea-- c return to
a II v rewarded.

will:
liU-r-

-

THE CORNER STONE LAID.
(Concluded from preceding page.)

city and county, badges of the commit
tees appointed for the day, domestic ana
postage
Columbian
coins,
foreign
stamps, bylaws of the various orders in
the city and a variety of small articles of
which no list could be obtained.
At 2 o'clock the corner stone was laid
under the direction of J. J. Kelly, acting
grand master of the grand lodge of Ma
sons of New Mexico, with impressive
Masonic ceremonies. After the stone
had been placed in position, Hon. H. B.
Fcrgusson was introduced and delivered
the oration which was listened to with
marked attention from beginning to end.
Mr. Fergusson spoke earnestly and elo
quently and his words will long be re
membered by the hundreds of pupils
who heard them, as well as the large
number of older ones who listened with
approval.
The Fort Bayard band furnished music during the exercises and when they
were concluded the procession was again
formed and marched back to the place
of starting where it disbanded.
McGrorty commandery presented a
fine apiiearáiTcéTafiiia-meMwj-

i

thanks of all the friends of the normal
school are due for their efforts to make
the occasion one to be long remembered.
Comments were heard on all sides
concerning the large turn out of pupils.
ing.
Many of the visitors were surprised at
Samuel Burnside, who is collecting tne large number of school children in
statistics of the Sunday schools of New the schools here and the hearts of the
Mexico, was here from Deming last Fri residents of this city swelled with pride
as they looked at the long line of marchday.
ing children.
Finest Cutlery in the citv at W. L
Jackson & Co'f.
GO TO THE
"
Judge C. G. Bell went to Las Cruces
CITY
last Sunday morning to attend the ter
ritorial and district conventions thereon

SILVER

Monday.

I,eave vour subscription for anv liubli
cation with Con M. Nolan, opMsite Post
wince
A. J. Clark brought two of his daugh- tern, Nina and Annie, here last week
from Deming and placed them in the

convent.

VU,K

.,

pairer for the (

lark- -

tu,T,l'rn"'l

hitson-Leite- h

city.
Co,

aso, will return to Mivcr t it v in
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Bolich came un about two weeks. If you wish to have
- .
ii
s
snape wait.
iv..,.. n
io( your pianos put in ursi-cias.i
for him. Leave vour orders for tuning
Fridav.
at Tun Eaui.h ollice
oí i'ii

i

!

-- 1

and buy your Dry Goods, Crockery,
Tinware, Glassware and Notions
CHEAP FOR CASH.
We sell lower than nnv other house In the
It Is to VOl'lt INTEREST TO CALL.

.

0l,','u",nl?.,1,)

TEN CENT
STORE.

-- I

!

The postollice store keeps the finest
S. Lindiiuer, the populist, leader, was
fresh cream candies in town. Received up from Deming last week. He says
every 2 weeks bolh from San Francisco that the populists are going to sweep the
county this year.
B. T. Link.
and Pueblo.

B. BORENSTEN.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE INSURANCE AND

NO-

TARY PUBLIC.
Office at
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
l'ost-oflle- e,
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REPUBLICAN CONVENTION the
The Old Ring Badly Twisted Yesterday
Afternoon.

following delegates entitled to seats N. A. Bolich,
F. K. Wvman by
in this convention :
A. B. Simons by
proxy J.L.Coryell,
proxy T. A. Carr,
PRECINCT NO. 1.
R. C. Anderson,
S.

Weist,

Geo. Helde,
J. Crowley,
W. D. Murray,

PRKCINCT NO. 12.

Geo. Nye,

V. Culberson.
AV. J. Savage,
PRKCINCT
NO. 13.
W.
II. Decker,
E. Para,
KliiTliluii Knocked Out In the Third Kound
John
C.
Elder,
D.
of
T. Climo.
Connor,
W.
left
his
Central,
proxy
uihI Other Aspirants Put to 81ep
at home but was, on motion admitted.
.More Easily.
PRKCINCT NO. 14.
PRECINCT NO. 2.
II. A. Teel,
A. P. Taylor, proxies
Patrick Murphy, Murphy and Taylor.
Daly,
F.
J.
W. E. Watson,
Yesterday morning a little after 10
L. B. Robinson,
Thos. Thomas,
PRKCINCT NO. 15.
o'clock the delegates to the republican
H. H. Stanley,
S. Brite,
F. L. Cheney,
S. II. Mediaren.
county convention began assembling at Geo. D. Lincoln,
Noah Climo,
P. D. Wagner by proxy S. H. McClaren.
the rink, opposite the Timmer house,
Jos. Williams.

and at 10:20 the convention was called
to order by J. A. Ancheta, chairman oí
the central committee, who read the call
for the convention.
J. E. Sheridan nominated Dr. Bullock, of Deming, for temporary chairman of the convention and he was unanimously elected. He was introduced by
Chairman Ancheta and thanked the
convention for the honor conferred. He
then announced that nominations for
temporary secretary were in order and
R. P. Barnes, of Silver City, was nominated and unanimously elected. Barnes
took his place on tile' platform and
thanked the convention for the honor
and stated that the secretary, he supposed, was not expected to make a

'

speech.
J. A. Ancheta moved that a committee on credentials be appointed, consisting of one memler from each precinct in
the county and that each precinct delegation present a name to the secretary
ax a member of the committee.
The following committee was appointed on credentials:
W. H. Decker,
Hugh A. Teel,
Goorgel). IjincolnvJ.-J- . KcestecL
V. J. Sheridan,
S. M. McClareii,
('. I,. Howlett,
C. iM. Foraker,
K. Cordova,
P. H. McDermott,
A. McKean,
lion : H. Kedzie,
M. F. Fleming,
James Connor,
L. L. Case,
J. 0. Biggs,
A. J. Goforth,
Israel King,
T. F. Pegg,
George Nye,
John Elder,
Chas. Lyons.
It was moved that the chair appoint a
committee of live on resolutions and per-

manent organization, and the chair appointed the following committee:
P. H. McDermott,
J. A. Ancheta,
Joseph Williams.
Israel King,
Don : II. Ked.ie,
J. E. Sheridan moved that a committee, not exceeding seven, be appoineed
The chair apon order of business.
pointed the following committee :
Morgan Donohue,
J. R. Johnson,
.

George Molde,
W. E. Watson,

('.

N. A. Bolich,
Dr. Anderson.

Foraker,

M.

Tho convention then took a recess
until o'clock. Don : JJ. Kedzie wanted
time to settle his dinner and was in
favor of an adjournment until 2 o'clock
but he couldn't get votes enough.

PKKC1NCT

PRKCINCT NO. 16.

no. 3.

Jesse Keester,

C. Sharp bv proxy
F. Michael,
P. B. Smith.'
P. B. Smith.
R. L. Black,
PRKCINCT NO. 17.
J. R. Johnston,
J. E. Sheridan,
A. Maiser,
W. Weltv,
Not represented.
F. J. Wright,
H. D. Gilbert,
PRKCINCT no. 18.
(Juris Schneider, by proxy Thos. rooter,
C.
Campbell,
C. M. Foraker.
.1. A. Ancheta,
Sam Schiff ,
PKKCINCT NO. 19.
R. P. Barnes,
J. M. "Wily,
W. H. Newcomb,
J. J. Sheridan,
P. II. McDermott.
R. Golden,
J. M. Ginn,
PRKCINCT NO. 20.
D.
Ornete,
Bail,
J.
F.
E. L. Gulden, by proxy W. II. Twomey. R. P. Hart by jiroxy Don:II. Kedzie,
Don : II. Kedzie,
PRKCINCT no. 4.
H. Classen by proxy Don : H. Ked.ie.
D. W. Taylor,
C. L. Howlett,
On motion Mr. Smith lie accepted
Dolores Andasala,
W. H. Taylor,
from precinct 20, proxy to Don : 11. KedA. Duran,
R. Evans,

.

PRKCINCT

R. Cordova,
M. Portilla,

NO.

zie.

5.

PRKCINCT NO. 21.

G. Gallas,
PRKCINCT

Alex. McKeen,

NO.

6.

Thomas Knuckey,

PRKCINCT

NO.

PRKCINCT NO. 23.

7.

M. B. Donohue,
C. Para by proxy E.

M. F. Fleming.
PRKCINCT

NO.

8.

E. J. Swartz,

Wm. Wilson, by proxy C. Telles.
PRKCINCT

NO.

C. Norrero by proxy

PRKCINCT

J. Swart.,
J. Valencia,

J. Ferari,

9.

II. E. Hoffman, by proxy J. J. Oswald.

J.

W. H. Alexander alt. A. B. Connor.
precinct no. 22.
L. L. Case.

NO. 10.

J.Valencia,
A. J. Goforth.
PRECINCT

A. Biggs.

no. 24.

T. F. Pegg.

PRKCINCT NO. 11.

PRKCINCT NO. 25.

B. Y. McKeys,
T. A. Carr,
G .Wonnser.by px'y by p'xv, J. A. Lock- - Chas. Lyons.
L. Altman,
hart, jr.
A minority report in favor of seating
Israel King,
L. M. Bullock,
from Georgetown was
six delegates

1

m m m
If You

Want M

Get
on

togotothe mu&uiiuiio

Murphey's Passenger,Expressand Mail Line.

1

Stage Leaves Silver City at 8 a. in. every Monday, Wednesday
little tardy about and Friday for Mogollón and intermediate points.

The delegates were a
getting into the convention hall after
dinner ai.d the convention was not
All passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo
culled to order until 1 :30, at which time
the report of the committee on creden- office from which place the stage starts.
tials was called for.
Secretary liarnos read the report of
the committee as follows:
The committee on credentials report

W.

M.

&

Co's. express

Murphey.
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made but the report was not voted on.
The majority report was adopted as
read.
Israel King, from the committee on
permanent organization, reported Don:
II. Kedzie for permanent chairman and
James A. Lockhart Jr. for permanent
secretary.
Ked.ie took the chair and thanked the
convention for the election. He referred
to the great difference in the situation in
New Mexico now from that of two years
ago. He bewailed the fact that (irover
Cleveland is president instead of Henja-mi- n
Harrison and then called for the
report of the committee on order of business.

J. It. Johnston, from that committee
made the following report :
We, the committee appointed on the
order of business, lcg leave to report the
following order:
First that the reports of the different
committees be received and accepted.
Second that the nominations for the
different county officers sliull be in the
following order,
1.
Sheriff.
2. Collector.
3. Probate Judge.
4. l'robate Clerk.
t:

5.

Assessor.

(. Treasurer.
7.
8.
11.

10.
11.

Superintendent of Schools.
Three county Commissioners.
Surveyor.
Coroner.
Representative for the l.'lth

Dis-

trict.
12. Seven delegates to represent Grant
county in the Socorro convention to be
held Septemk'r 20, 1894, for the purpose
of nominating a delegate to congress
from the territory of New Mexico.
1.'!. To nominate delegates to the republican district conventions to nominate candidates for the legislature from
the 8th and 9th senatorial districts and
the 14th representative district.
14. Selection of the (Jraut county republican central committee.
We recommend that this convention
adopt the rules laid down in Cushing's
manual on parliamentary usage, as rules
governing this convention; that the
person receiving the majority of all the
votes cast, he declared the nominee of
this convention for the otlice to which he
was nominated; that when there are
two or more candidates nominated for
the same ollice, the vote shall be taken
by hallol, written or printed.
J. It. Johnson, Chairman.
W.m. K. Watson, Secretary.
The report of the committee on resolutions was then called for and Israel
King, from thai committee, read the
following report :
We, the representative.' of the republican party oí Grant county, in convention assembled, adopt (In- - following declaration of principles:
We alfirm our unwavering allegiance
to the republican principles and policies
us d vlared in the national platform of
1892, ami as illustrated in the glorious
history of the party since its formation.
We denounce the policy of the Cleveland administration, in its warfare upon
the industrial system which gave steady
employment with fair remuneration to
labor and capital, and which has substituted disaster for prosperity, and distress for happiness.
We condemn its
ami undemocratic foreign policy and i s efforts to
defeat the aspirations of a friendly jk'O-pl- e
for a republican government ; and to

w.
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restore to jwwer a monarchy of ill repute
and bloodthirsty intent.
We declare for free and unlimited
coinage of silver at a ratio of 16 to 1 of
gold; independent to the coneurence of
other nations.
We denounce the action of the democratic majority in the present congress
in the enactment of tariff legislation,
destruction to many of our most
important
interests, and disadvantages to all our people and invite all our
democratic
to join us in
t he condemnation of the perfidy and dishonor "involved in the action.''
We recommend lilieral pensions to
those deserving, and favor arbitration in
the settlement of all dilliculties arising
lietween capital and lalwr.
Rewired, That we emphat ically protest
against the determination of the democratic administration to bring back to
Arizona Gerónimo and his band of
Apache murderers, thus endangering
the security of the lives and property of
our citizens.
Rewired , That we now, as in the past,
are united in favor of statehood for
and demand its admission as a
state as a right, because of the possession of all of the elements of the upbuilding of a great commonwealth, but
would scorn it as a bribe for the sacriiice
of our political principles and ahject
submission to the rule of political opponents.
Id' mil red, Tiiat we pledge to the people
an honest uud economical administration of the county affairs, u strict compliance with the letter of the law by our
ollicials, and opposition to all and any
legislation which will add to the burden
of taxation.
After the committee on resolutions
had reported, Israel King, from the
committee reported an additional 'resolution favoring the reestablishment of
the custom house at Palomas.
The report of the committee was adopted as read.
The next order of business was declared to be the nomination of candidates for sheriff. Cipriano Haca, H. H.
Knight and George Perrault were placed
in nomination.
M. II. Twomey, J. W.
Ilannigan and Thomas Knuckey were
appointed tellers.
it was decided that delegates should
come forward and cast their ballots as
the precincts were called.
The ballot resulted as follows:
fellow-suffere-

rs

Haca

Perrault
Knight

.,

made unanimous. Laird was called for
and thanked the convention for the nomi
nation.
Nominations for the office of probate
indue were then called for and Judge
Ginn nominated George Helde, of Cen
tral, and Isarel King nominated J.Crowley, of Central.
The following is the result:
64
Helde
The next nomination was that of pro- bate clerk and Dr. Robinson nominated
M. W. Porterlield. Judge Ginn nominated II. L. Powel.
The vote stood:
61
Porterlield
32
Powel
After the vote was announced Judge
Porterfield was called for and stated that
he felt highly complimented and should
endeavor to be elected and fill the office
tp the entire satisfaction of the people.
The next order was for the nomination
of candidates for assessor.
T. N Chil-dcand Hichard Hudson were named
as candidates and the vote resulted:
48
Childers
44
Hudson
For treasurer N. A. Bolich, of Dem-inand S. II. McAninch, of Silver City,
were placed before the convention. The
following is the result:
rs

g,

Bolich

P.aker
1
motion was made to adjourn for 15
minutes, tm tins mo:mn was laid on
the table, and another ballot was or
dered, which resulted as follows:
Haca
52
A

Itodgers

The nomination

31

of Mr. Laird was

63

25
McAninch
Ilolich was called for and made a few
remarks, ending by thanking the convention for the nomination.
It. II. Theihnann was nominated for
superintendent of schools by Lincoln, of
Pinos Altos, and J. E. Sheridan moved
that the nomination be made by acclamation which was done.
Theil inarm ascended the platform and
made a few remarks which were received
with vociferous applause by some of the
precinct delegations.
Thomas Foster., J E, Sheridan, H. J.
Hutch insoiníñd C. 1ÍT iafceY-TveTe- "
placed in nomination as commissioners
from the first district. Here Chairman
Kedzie again alluded to "eating time"
and suggested that the convention
should hurry up.
The first ballot for commissiorers resulted :
Sheridan
33
Foster
35
Foraker
13
11
Hutchinson
1
Moulton
None of the candidates having received
a majority of all the votes cast, another
ballot was ordered with the following
result :
Foster
43
34- Sheridan
Hutchinson
9
Foraker
7
No one having received a majority of
all the votes cast, another ballot was
ordered. At this junction the name of
11. J. Hutchinson
was withdrawn.
During the counting of the votes on the
second ballot a rain storm came up so
that the elements outside were in entire
compatibility with the stormy feeling
inside. The third ballot resulted as fol-

44
22
27

Perrault
Hi
Knight
25
The nomination of Mr. P.aca was then
made unanimous.
The chairman then stated that the next
order would le nominations for collector
and the following names were presented:
A. I!. Laird was nominated by Judge
(inn who made one of his characteristic
speccluM in support of the nomination,
and W. II. Decker placed the name of
(Mark Kodgers before the convention.
The ballot was taken with the following result :
Laird
62

28

Crowley

lows

,
i

:

Foster
09
Sheridan
34
Thomas Foster was then declared nominated unanimously.
For the second district M. F. Fleming,
t?,i
W
r.
11 .
iuyiur aim üu.
were
iuouuon
ii.f 'P....I
placed before the convention. There
was some discussion as to whether M. F.
1

(Continued on page 9.)
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SILVER DICK SPEAKS.
Some

Sensible
Silver

Remarks
Question.

on

the

The Iti'Ht Kinainlul Writers bikI Thinkers
I the Aire are Free Coinage
Men.
Congressman Richard 1'. Bland spoke
'ut AYarrensburg, Mo., at the opening of
the democratic campaign in Missouri.
In the course of h'lH remarks he said, in
reference to the silver iniestion :
Since the unlioly crusade inaugurated
in this country in 1873, in Germany and
France, against silver money, other nations of western Europe have followed in
this mad pursuit of discarding silver and
grabbing for gold. Panic struck the
banks in Australia that swept that country like a prairie tire and left scarcely
any institution solvent. A retlex action
on England caused the Baring brothers
to quake, and hard times in England,
Germany, France and all western Eukept on.
rope. 'I'his demoralization
Fiigland suspended the free coinage of
silver in India. The demands made for
L'old in Huronean countries so depleted
our treasury of its (fold that 'before the
inauguration of MK Cleveland secretary
Foster had prepared, printed and en
graved bonds to be sold to procure gold
to replenish the gold reserve and to pay
the expenditures ol the government
These bonds wert not issued, however,
and on the inauguration of Mr.Cleveland
M r. Carlisle was besieged und beset by
W all street for an issue of bonds, which
was refused. The panic was well on
when Mr. Cleveland was inaugurated,and
when the secretary, Carlisle, refused
to issue lionds as demanded the next
demand was for the repeal of the Sherman act. All the jlls of this councry
VeVe uunb'ua-- to the Sherman act. in
order to secure the repeal ot this act
banks refused loans to their customers
The pressure ot an object lesson was
f ireed upon the country to show the
lireat ills silver money was doing to our
people. The consequence was that the
people lieeame alarmed, withdrew their
money trom tne utuiKs, oaiiKs iiuieu,
.in.l ImuiiiKus distress was everywhere
were deluded into
rampant. The
the idea that it was the Nierman law
that was the sole disturbing element in
our financial system : that it would not
do to extend further use of silver. The
whole country was alarmed, business
men everywhere were demanding the re
of this law. A reign ot terror prevailed. Congress was intimidated into
rejiealing this law. It was given out and
generally believed through the country
that whén this law was wiped from the
statute books that business everywhere
w.mld be revived: that times would be
better than they had been for years be
fore, that money would Ihj put into bus
iniMri enterprises.
With these threats
and promises congress was intimidate
muí iiersuaded to repeal this law.
Kir niv part. I was opposed to the re
i if tin- law: not that I am in favor
of a law to purchase silver bullion to be
stored away as a commodity, for all the
silver that we p.irchase should be coined
1 favored the
Ai fastas it is purcha ed.
u.iliuiited oiu;i.,'e ot silver to take its
place. The law, however, was repealed
and the object lesson that was sought by
the repeal has been grievously disappointing. The theories of the enemies
in-il-

l

i.l
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of silver have proven to be worthless
and devoid of confidence.
Whatever else may be said about the
financial distress of the past years, and
the slowness of business reviving, it is
evident to those who have given their
attention to the subject that alxive all
other questions, the question of silver
demonetization, and the fact of silver
demonetization, gives ample explanation.
There was no Sherman law in England,
France. Europe, and none in Australia.
They have had the same business die- tress, the same hard times, money stringency, pauperism and tramps as wehave
seen in this country. Hence, I insist
that where the same conditions exist in
all gold using countries, it is fair to say
that the cause of these troubles is tne
single gold standard, the demonetization
of silver.
Indeed, the liest nnanciai
writers and thinkers of the age have
universally come to this conclu
sion. The more nations demonetize sil
ver, the greater the demand for gold, or
the higher gold goes up, and gold being
the sole standard of value everything
valued in cold necessarily goes down.
This is the cause of low prices, the stag
nation in business enterprises. It is
difficult to do business where the standard of money is the same thing, when
prices are constantly depreciating.
The seigniorage bill was therefore in
the interest of silver, and, looking as it
did to the relief of the strain on gold
and thus, to some extent, at least, sus
taining prices
was a measure that
should have Income a law.
A large majority of the democrat- sot tneni in me nouse
over
and senate voted for this bill, showing
that it was the will of the party that the
coinage of silver should not lie suspend
ed.
As I said before, it is to be regret ted
that Mr. Cleveland vetoed t he bill. I in
st

two-thir-

sist that the democraiic uiuuorui at
Kansas Citv is rurht m principle, w hen
it, demands the restoration ot our old
time bimetallic standard, or that we
should go back to the principles of Jef
ferson and all the democratic sages, i
believe this is necessary ; and if I did not
believe that the democratic party of
this state and of the nation, especially at
the south and west, intended in 1896 to
make this fight for the people, I could
not well ask you to trust the democratic
nartv further on this question. But I
insist that our safe course is to close up
our lines, remain in the ranks and de
mand that which is right, accept nothTress forward the fight to
ing else.
hold fast to our platform in this
18; and
demand that it be made tt na
slate
tional issue. Thus demanding lower
taxes, freer trade and the free coinage of
silver and gold us demanded by our
platform, we can proceed to victory.

JOHN CARSON,

Parlor

Special .Master's Hule.
V A CEltTAlX DECKER
VHEItEAS,
11
Hindu by tlio district court of the third
udlclul dist rlct uf tins territory of New Mex- eo. In iinu for the county ot Unuit, mu isi u
day of Muy, A. 1). MU, in certain cause then
ponding in sum court, in winch sum cause
.Matthew S. Cleveland is the complainant.
mill William Skillleorii ami l,unsou A. Snyder
are (lie respondents, it was, among other
things ordered. adjudged and decreed thut
the said respondents, within three days from
the date of said decree pay said complainant.
maunew n. lyievuiunu, ine sum oí
in
Interest thereon from the 1:2th day of May,
). 18114. together w II li the costs, charges
and allowances of said cause, failing In which
that the. nremlses mentioned in said decree
and hereinafter described be sold for the pur
pose of satisfying said indebtedness, together
with the costs, charges and allowances lis
aforesaid, and thai thu undersigned us a spe
cial master of said court execute sum sale.
And whereas, the said resDoiideuts, Vt Imam
Skillleorii and Unison A. Snyder, have wholly failed to comply with salil requirements of
said decree, and the lime within which said
payments were by sum decree uirecieii to Di
mane nas passed.
his is to give notice, mat in pursuance oi
salddecree, 1 the undersigned special muster
will, on I uesduy the and duy ol Uetolier A.
lSIlt, ul 11 o'clock li. m at the front door of
tln einii'l liimse ll the town of S vol' CUV,
eon nt v of Criint and territory of New Mexico,
offer for sale and sell at public vendue, to
the highest bidder for cash in hand, liieioi- lowlng described real estate sitúale mine
I'lnos Altos mining district, county of
and territory of New Mexico, to wit: Unit
rtaln mill known as the skillleorii anil Sny
der mill, the same Mug situated upon
mining
claim or mill
certain
that
Skillleorii
as
the
known
site
site, more
or
mill
mining
claim
particularly described us follows,
Commencing at a stone monument. MM feet
below the well that furnishes water to me
easi
thence
Skillleorii mill, and runs
two
monument
a
stone
to
feet
claim;
of
corner
on
northeast
the
tliunce south IKK) fuut to a slouu monu
ment on the southeast corner of claim;
on
tlience IKK) feet west to listone monument mm
the southwest corner of claim; thence
im ""'"
loci norm 10 a siuuc iiiuiiuiiicni. i:KH)
feet lo
west
of claim: and thence
tlie place of beginning: said mining claim or
.".tí
pages
at
mill site Is recorded in book
and Sof mining locutions said (Irani county
records, to which reference is nereoy mane
fnru more particular description together
acres
of
space
three
the
with
about said mill with all machinery, fixany
appurtenances
in
tures, appliances and
manner pertaining to said mill ami mill
John. I. liKl.i..
building.
Special master.
1

i.

t

A. II. IlAKU.KK,

Solicitor forcompliiliiiint.

Notice fur Publication.
Land Omen at Las Caucus, X. M., i
September 8, 18VI.
VOTICEH HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE
i following named settler has tiled notlcu
of his intention to make final proof In support of Ids claim, and that said proof will be
the probate judge or probate
made
clerk ut Silver City, N. M., on October;), istll,
viz: James E. Miller, who made Hd. applifor the
cation No.
i Sec. It, Tp. 15 8,
w

li.

21

w.

Hu mimes the following witnesses to prove
Ids continuous residence upon und cultivation of. said la nil, viz:
Theodric I'itts. of Carlisle, N. M.i Walter
Pitts, of Carlisle, X. M.; James K. Wilson, of
Clin. X. M. C. C. Miller, of Carlisle, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest against
the allowance of such proof, or who knows of

any substantial reason, tinder the law and
tlie regulations of the Interior department,
why such proof should not bo ullowed, will bo
given mi opportunity at tlie above menthe
tioned time and place to
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal of that submitted by
John H. Huyas.
claimant.
licgistor.
Hit
cross-examin- e

Saloon

Í,

.T

SIM

TH.
i

-
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The republicans got pretty badly
The bicyclists of this city had a picnic
mixed yesterday. The program worked at Silvears' ranch lastThursday evening.
all right atthe start, but several of the
Horn to the wife of J. W. Childers, at
faithful were left out in the cold and Pinos Altos, on Sunday, September 16,
now they are wondering who "knifed 1894, a son. Mother and child doing
them."
well.
Tim rrlnmrlcs nt Allison.
Dr. Williams was elected vice presiI have been an amused but disinterest- dent of the territorial medical associa'
ed spectator of the recent political pri- tion at the meeting at Albuquerque last
mary conventions held in this precinct week.

upon the 8th inst.
The democratic
Born, to the wife of J. W. Pennewill,
meeting was much the better attended of this city, on Saturday, September 15,
of the two, lieing held at the school
Democratic Ticket.
1894, a girl. Papa Pennewill is the
house where all could meet upon comproudest man in town.
mon ground, it consequently caught the
For Delegate to Congress,
The windows for the Episcopal church
larger crowd. Republicans as well as
ANTHONY JOSEPH.
been ordered and Rev. Cross is exhave
democrats were on hand, nobody being
For Member of the Legislature,
barred, and after the usual family row pected back in the near future, when
JOSEPH BOONE.
over preliminaries, a vote was taken for regular services will be resumed in the
delegates, which resulted in an over- church.
whelming victory for one of the factions.
For Sheriff,
There was an eclipse of the moon last
The republican mass, or more proper-erl- y Friday night. Occurring on the eve of
P.AYLOR SHANNON.
speaking, select meeting, was the the democratic convention it foreshadFor Collector,
one which created the most amusement ows the eclipse of the republican party
JOHN F. KIOUS.
for the spectators and aroused the ire on the 6th of November.
For Probate Clerk,
and stirred up the bile of sonic of the
The pupils at the normal school have
EDGAR M. YOUNG.
dissatisfied ami disgruntled disciples of
formed a literary society which will
the
and the Plumed Knight
For Assessor,
4th Saturday evenIn accordance with the seeming policy meet on the 2nd and
DAVID H. Tl'LLOCK.
The officers are:
month.
of
each
ings
of the party at present, the meeting was
Bella
For Probate Judge,
president;
Warren,
Eugene
held at the private residence of a Spanish
Whitehill,
Hattie
ROBERT NEWSIIAM.
president;
gentleman who was ordered by the
treasurer.
Bailey,
Alice
"White Caps" some time since to cease secretary;
For Treasurer,
exerliterary
regular
the
Besides
;
operations or leave the country, and as a
W. M. CAHYIL.
arrangelie
music,
will
cises
there
consequence a full attendance was not
l'nr Superintendent of Schools,
will be made by the
elicited. Sonic eight or ten of the jiriv- - ments for which
P.. T. LINK.
consists of the
which
committee
iledged and e.ifrtntie members of the music
Knuckey,
Maude
members
Mowing
For Surveyor,
(1.0. P. however, including the com'
Abraham.
LiU
Essie
Mcintosh
and
GEORGE R. i'.ROWN.
mitteeman, who seems to be a bosom
friend of the aforesaid Spanish gentleThe lawn fete and soap bubble social
For Coroner,
man, braved all dangers, met in sol- which was given at the residence of Mrs.
ISAAC O I YENS.
emn conclave, and animated by that W. L. Jackson, by the ladies of the
For Commissioners,
luiidihlc but sometimes inconsiderate de- Methodist church, last Wednesday even1st District F. J. DAVIDSON.
sire for places and positions of power and ing was a success in every particular.
2nd District S. S. P.ItANNIN.
plunder, which has so often led the par- The soap bubble contest was quite inter:ird District A. J. CLARK.
ty to defeat, disaster and to the verge esting, both to participants and onlookof destruction, elected theirquota of del- ers, and the prizes were fairly won. The
Silver
.
.:tj8
egates including the S, G. to represent prize for ladies was awarded to Miss
Lead
.:.or
precinct No. 4, in the coming county con- Florence Laizure, but Rev. Fitch and
Anthony Joshpii was renominated as vention. AVe hope the tf. O. will attend Prof. Theilmann blew bubbles with equal
a . candidate for delegate to congress in iierson and not lie deterred from facility and the prize for gentlemen was
There were
from New Mexico at the Las Cruces con- doing his duty, nor have his loyalty, divided lietween them.
patriotism, allegience, republicanism or about fifty persons present.
vention yesterday.
honesty brought into question by his
George Bell had quite an exciting adTub Eaoi.k said something last week more aristocratic associates.
venture with a bear while he was out on
independent, people's
The (xips.,
about the republicans of this district
his recent hunting trip. He met an ugly
looking around for a candidate for coun- party or by whatever name they style old fellow and happened to have nothty commissioner. He was found yester- themselves, have not organized in yet, ing offensive or defensive about him exalthough they talk of doing so in the
day.
..
cept a six shooter with live loads in it.
If anything
happens
near future.
did not appear to be inclined
Thelicar
Don: II. Kko.ii: has caused the ring worthy of note, will inform you.
of the way and George opened
get
out
to
conin
republican county
Home trouble
Sl'HCl'ATOIt.
fire. The bear retreated into the brush
ventions in times ;i and the ringstcrs
Cattlemen throughout the county are but after Mr. Bell had emptied his replaced him in the chair yesterday to get
busy just now on the roundup. volver, and having no more cartridges,
pretty
him out of the wav.
The calf crop is considerably almve the he liegan to get uneasy and started back
Col.. J. P. Mdiuoiirv was earnestly average but it is feared that there will to camp in a hurry for a Winchester.
solicited to Invoine a candidate for the not be enough feed to run stock through When he returned the bear was (lend.
legislature before the democratic con- the winter. In some parts of the county The party of which Mr. Bell was a
vention hist Saturday but persistently there is very gooi I feed while in others member killed five bears during the
refused to allow his name to be used.
the feed is quite short.
time thev were out.
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Roped a Hear.

REPUBLICAN CONVENTION.

n't often that a bear dies at the
end of a rope in New Mexico, but hint
Saturday night Harry Iluzelwood and
If. L. Dotson, as they were riding along
near liald mountain, by moonlight saw
a liear and immediately gave chase.
There is considerable brush out in that
country anil the bear led them a merry
chase through the brush.
They kept up the pursuit for about two
hours, at the end of which time they
were slightly disfigured but had the bear
securely roped. Hear stories have licen
getting pretty common of late, but this
one is quite out of the ordinary line.

(Concluded from page (J.)
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Itl'HolllMoilH of Kl'HK'Ct.

Wiihkkas, An all wise Frovidenee has
removed from our midst our fellow citizen and townsman, Troilous Stephens,

and
AViikhkas, It is the desire of the republicans of precinct No. 2, in mass
meeting assembled, to express our appreciation of our deceased fellow citizen
and townsman as a man and citizen.
Therefore lie it
'
Hemilml, That in the death ofTroli-ou- s
Stephens this community has lost
one of its most honored citizens; that
the poor and needy have lost their best
and truest friend :" that the republican
party has lost a staunch and steadfast
worker and niemlier; his widow a loving
ami kind husliand and his children an
indulgent and loving father; that the
condolence of this mass meeting is tendered to the widow and children of the
di c. ased ; that a copy of these resolutions
lie given to the Lnternrise, Southwest
Sentinel ad JlvGi.rMiewspupers and a
copy lie presented by the coniiiiritce to
the widow of deceased.
Gko. I). Lincoln,
IF. II. Staxi.ky,
Wm. E. Watsox.

0. ('. Ilimmin went out quail hunting
the other day. He succeeded in bagging
12 of these birds in less than two hours
and wants to see the fellow who has
beaten this record this season.
About 1,500 head of cattle were
shipped from this place last week. They
were shipped to Dodge City, .Kas., and
from that point will he driven to the
strip. There were nlnmt fifty different
brands in the shipment.
The hall which was given last Friday
evening under the management of the
Silver social club at the rink was largely
attended. M ost of the people from outside points who witnessed the laying of
the corner stone of the new normal
school luiililing in the afternoon were
present at the ball. The special train
from Deming was held until the small
bourn of the morning to allow those who
wished to dance to enjoy themselves.
The lodge rooms, where the secret orders
of the city had provided lunch for all the
visitors, were k pt open until the close
of the hall and several hundred shared
the hospitality of the lodges.

Í)

SECRET SOCIETIES.
T) A. M.

Fleming resided in the second district n. Silver Cltv Chanter. No. 2. lit Masonic
Hull. Regular convocations on 3d Weducs- but it was finally decided that he did. duy
evening of each month. All companions
The vote resulted as follows :
invited to attend.
Aaiion Sciiutz. II. I'.
1'KKiiY I!. Laiiy, Sec'y.
42
Taylor
Moulton

il2

IB
Fleming
The ballot having resulted in no choice,
another ballot was ordered with the follow ing result:
58
Taylor

Moulton

A

A,

UO

Fleming
4
Mr. Taylor, of the lower Mimbras, was
then declared the nominee for commissioner from the second district.
For commissioner from the third district the name of Israel King was placed
before the convention and he was nominated bv acclamation.
Mr. king took the platform and
stated chat he did not believe there had
ever been a more favorable time for the
election of a republican ticket in this
county since he had lieen here and recommended republicanism as a remedy
for all the ills of the country at the
present time.
For county surveyor James T. Reed
was nominated by acclamation.
Dr. Feagle of Silver City was nominated for coroner by acclamation.
Dr. Feagle ascended the platform and
stated that he considered himself capable of discharging the duties of the responsible office ot coroner.
Geo. D. Lincoln nominated for representative from Grant county D. P.
Carr, and J. E. Sheridan nominated
K. P. Barnes.
The ballot resulted os follows:
52
Carr
!i9
Barnes
Barnes moved thai the Humiliation be
made unanimous and the motion was
carnea.
Carr was called for and came forward
and thanked the convention for the
nomination. He said that he believed
he was cuing to be elected.
The following delegates were elected
to the Socorro convention :
S. M. McClaren, Don: II. Kedzie,
P. II. McDermott, A. B. Laird, D. C.
Ilobart, II. II. Betts and J. D. Bail.
These delegates were empowered to
act as delegates in the district conventions to nominate candidates for the
legislature.
Following ire the committeemen appointed from the different precincts:
1'ltK-

-

Murray,
Lincoln,
J. A. Ancheta,
1). AV. Taylor,
It. Cordova,

4.
o.
6. Alex. McKeen,
7. C. Farnsworth,
8. Wm. Wilson,

9. A. Hoffman,

10. John Glea-on- ,
11. T. A. Carr,
12. Geo. Nye,

14.
15.
Hi,
17,
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

A. P. Tavlor,
S. M..McClaren,
.lesse Keester.
L. I'.ailev,
C. M. Foraker,

I. Jas L.

Rldgelv F.nen inpnicnt No. 1. meets
the al and 4th Wednesdays of each mouth.
Visiting patriarchs cordially invited.

which the convention adjourned.
T. I'HILLII'S.

1'insK

1

()-
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1, Helen Lodge. No. 7. Rcbekiih Degree.
Meeting- s- second and fourth Friday nights In
each month, at hall of 1. S. Tiffany Lodge No.
L. H. Kowi.i.ke. V .
Bank building.
St. Gkouok Uoiiinson. Sec'y

1. Meets 3d mid 4lh Tuesday nights of each
month, at Odd Fellow's Hall. Visit ing Knights
Fiiank Whuuit. C. C
Invited.
.1. J. SllKaiDAX, K. It & S.
O. V. W.

I

At Meets on the 1st and 3d Tuesday of i h
niontli. Fellow workmen cordially Invited.
('. I.. Canti.ky. M.
E. M. Yoeso, Hue.
CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

ANCHETA.
AT LAW,
ATTOKNEY
Will practice In all the courts of the territory. Criminal law a specialty. Olllce

J.A-

corner Texas ami Spring streets.
NEW MEMCO.
SILVER CITY
TAMES S. FTELDEIf.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

A

Olllce over Silver City National Rank.

N. M.

SILVEHCITV
C

OILLETT.

.

p.

AT LAW Riul
ATTOKNEY
NOTARY PUBLIC,
Col

SILVER" CITY

lectlnns

1IARLLEE.
AT TO
SILVER CITY

A. II.

M.

11

Specialty,

f. I

K

N. M.

AT LAW,
N. M.

(INN.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Will practice In all the Courts of the
Territory.
N.
SILVER CITY.
L. 1MCKETT.

II,

AT LAW.

ATTORNEY
-

N. M

SILVER CITY.

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
''
Railroad Time Table,
In Effect August 8, i Bin.
No.

WW.

Arrives.
4

MM)

1:10
lü:4i
1(1:10
H:(l.'

at

h,.

1. Isaac Tillanv Lodge. No. 13. meets at Odd
Fellows' Hall. Rank building, Saturday ev
enings. Members of the order cordially. In
T. w. iiolson. .v u.
vited to attend.
St. tiKomiK KoiiiNsoN. Sec'y.

p. in.

"

"

ll:4."ui. in.

IAN AND SI KCEON.
Halley's dug Store. Rooms
Dr. Halley's residence.

t.

Kki.I.Y. Scrilie.

.1. .1.

P.H.M'Dermott
Don: H. Kedzie,
W.lI.AIexand'r
L. L. Case,
2X A. J. Goforth,
24. T. F. Pegg,
25. C. II. Lvous.

lit. John Elder,
J. A. Ancheta was selected as chairman of the central committee, after

,
Olllce

O. O.K.

1

.)

no.

1. W.D.
2. G. I).

p

( v.. S.
W, silver City Chapter No. 3. O. E. S. Meets
every 1st andüd Thursday In each month at
V. M.
Masonic Hall. Mus. Ckna CosonovK.
Mrs. Nki.i.y H. I.ady. Sec'y.

IOIIN

I'lXCT
NO.

'A.

K. & A. M.

Silver Cltv Lodge. No. 8. Meets at Mason
Hall, over Silver Cltv Nut' I HanU, Ihn
Thursday evening on or licforo the full moon
each month. All visiting brothers Invited to
M. V. Twomky. W. M.
attend.
1'kiiuy II. Lady, Sec'y.
ic

"
"

5:20 li. ni.

IlKSTINATION.

Silver City
leming
Null
I

Rincón
Las Cruces
El I'll so

Leave.

John

11.

No. sti.".
Helta l is.
a. in.
1:40 p. in.
i:'.:M a. in.
1:411 p. in.
1(1:111

8:211
r.:(W

"
"

7:111

p. ni.

Arrives.

Mimwif. Asent.

T1IK EAULE:

10
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OUIi TRADE WITH CUBA. commereial relations with this

OU3

coun-

Extensive Trade Transact loui Between
Thl Country and the Inland Good
Markets fur United State

Product.
Cuba is a country of practically two
products sugar and tobacco and one
market the United States, says the
Troy Press. The scarcity of trustworthy statistics renders it impossible to
do more than approximate in touching'
upon the commercial relations between
that country and 'the United States,
and the best data that can be obtained
in this direction come from the liritish
consul general at Havana. While Cuba
raises and exports to this country vast
amounts of tobacco, its exports of
sugar greatly outweigh iu value the
tobacco production. Further than
s
of the entire amount
this
of sugar exported comes to this country. The table referred to. which is
reproduced in the Liigincering Magazine by E. Sherman (ould.C. F,.. shows
that between- - lii'.U and IS'.H Cuba furd
of the entire cane
nished
sugar production of the world. No
doubt much of this exportation to this
country in turn is exported in other
forms, a certain quantity finding its
IV buck to t nlia in the Turin of "sivwt
goods." It may be said, therefore, that
the entire commercial existence of
the island is dependent upon sugar.
On the other hand the cultivation of
the cane, the grinding of it. the treatment of the juice and the necessary
transportation require a vast amount
of machinery, implements, rails; locomotives and other rolling stock.
The total yearly value of all exports
from Cuba to this country is estimated
at about sniuiiMi.OiK). This great value
in exports, then, is sent by. a country
without manufactures to the great
est manufacturing
country in the
world, and one in which the danger of
overproduction is supposed to be
menace.
It is, therefore, apparent that these imports should be
paid for by us with manufactured
goods.
Yet the balance of trade is
largely against us. The total value of
the exports from the United States to
Cuba last year was but about .:i.iio;i.-ooless than one-hathe value of the
imports from that country. There is
evidently room for over $!I.OIKI,000
worth of our manufactured goods in
Cuban markets. Worse than this, about
one-haof the value of our ,. sports
the past year which is propor-Vlnate-l-y
the same for many preceding years
"consisted of bread-stuiiprovisions,
etc., while wood and woodworks
amounted to about
-- and
coal, iron, hardware and machinery enh
tered the list for about
of
the entire amount.
Without going further into detail it
is sutlicicnt to state that Cuba oilers an
inviting field for American enterprise.
Her prosperity and oven her very ex- nine-tenth-

one-thir-

o.

lf

lf

s,

one-eight-

one-fourt-

be comparatively easy
for us to complete the commercial conquest of the island; but, as we have
said in referring previously to our
commercial transactions with other
countries, we should deal with her only
"on the square.'' The market is one that
recognizes and fully appreciates fair
dealing. Further, the Americans are at a
disadvantage, we areiinformed, by their
careless selection of their representatives in Cuban markets. Many of them
are reported to be too sharp dealers,
and few of them arc able to speak
Spanish. We should be ready to give
the Cubans exactly what they want
and are willing to pay for. The rule
should apply to all countries, for that
matter. There would be little complaint of overproduct ion if we were to
take advantage of every market that
offered, no matter how insignificant it
might at first appear. We should be
constantly on the lookout for new
markets in every part of the world and
for every product manufactured with
ith the I nitc.l
in this country.
States practically in control of the
commerce of Cuba, it is hardly consistent to see the balance of tr:uk
against us so heavily as is shown by
the figures given by the Itritish consul
general at Havana.
A

VALUABLE RELIC.

How the .Mount Vernon I.ndtcx' Ahhoi'Iu
lion Secured
M'uxhtiiKo:i Couch.
In connection with the restoration of
which wan entire
the old coach-hourly rebuilt by .Michigan during tin- past
year, there is an interesting story oi
for one of Washington's d.t
the
11

!,

coaches to replace in the old quarters.
Though a search was instituí.', I a year
ago in New York and Philadi lphia for
the lost coach, says the New York Post,
there were no traces of it up to the
date of the completion of the coach
house in May. At. that time Mr. l)od;;v.
the superintendent at Mount Vernon,
ascertained that a Washington coach
bad been sold from an auction room in
Philadelphia to Forepaugh's Circus
company for fifty dollars, and also that
the Pennsylvania commissioners had
tried unsuccessfully to get it from the
company last summer for the Columbian exposition. Mr. Dodge immediately corresponded with Forepaugh'fr.
and lia rmi in it Itailey's circus
und also with Mr. Hrownikl.l.
chairman of the Pennsylvania commissioners, Mr. l!rovnlieidu::edthclarfj-opportunities at his command in (retting on the track of the couch, and in
June a letter was received from him to
the effect that the coach had been
traced to the wreck of a circus train
"in the west." and was probably a
ruin, lint the i nd was not yet. Suspecting that he might have been misled, Mr. llrownlicld renewed the hunt,
which ultimately resulted in finding
the coach safely stored away. Mr.
Dodge at onee opened negotiations for
its purchase, but further proeee.!in;;s
rewere arrested by .Mr. Hrowniu-U'serving for himself the privilege of presenting the e a h to the Mount Vernon
Ladies' y. ri..ii m.
s

The United States has been said to
be a warlike nation without being a
military nation. Its war potentialities
are vast indeed, says the Uoston Journal. It showed that thirty years ago.
when with only a little more than half
its present population it mustered more
than 3,000.000 men under arms in the
union and confederate forces. There
is now in America the enormous total
of 0.000,000 men of military age eligible for military service. No civilized
country in the world could place such
a gigantic host of men in the field in an
emergency.
Of course, the actual number of organized, drilled and uniformed citizen
soldiers is only a small fraction of this,
but the real available military strength
of the United States is only inadequately appreciated by the average American. The military spirit which the
civil war engendered has not died out
among the American youth. On the
contrary, it has amply held its own, if
it has not increased. Never before
was the national guard of the several
states so strong in numbers, so well
disciplined.
armed, so excellently
There are 112.100 of these volunteers
in all, representing infantry, cavalry
and artillery. Their ellicicney widely
varies, being high as a rule, in the i hi,
rich, and populous stales, and less satisfactory in the newer and sparsely-settle- d
communities.
New York heads the list in number.,
with a
force of 12.MH
officers and men as large as a figlilm':'
army corps of the rebellion. Pennsylvania has a force of tf.ilU. whose mctf 1'
was tried two yet:rsT"ago at lluuiiU'
Ohio has 0.12.1 and Massachusetts j.iiil.i.
As it happens, the states in which the
present strike centers are well prepared for such nn emergency, lllin i .'
militia body musters 4.777 men: Indiana's, :í.Ií:13; Iowa's. 2,:i."l; Missouri'!.
2.4 1.V and Michigan's. 2.M01.
Illir.i i i ;
particularly fortunate in the character
of its fine city regiments.
The entire organized militia of the
United States is subject to the crder :
of the president and can be m vcd : .: I
concentrated wherever occasion ft r i.
presence arhes. When to this ??r.- -i.
)
army of lOU.OOO men are added
regulars and the 2,000 or .1.00.) 1 l'.i
jackets and marines of the w;:rshins i
the home station it is obvious tlu't
there is something more than the
club between the American
people and anarchy.
well-equipp-

-

cm-p::nie-

RESOURCES.
mrge an

No Other Nation Can MuKter So
Army hh Uncle Sam.

try. It ought to

An Inviting Field for the Enterprise
Characteristic of Americans.

MILITARY

s,

'.
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MULEY HASSAN AND THE JEWS.
He Presented to Them Only the Benevolent Nl.lv of Urn Character.

The Jewish subjects of Muley lla
will sincerely lament his snddv.i
death. Nothing, it is true, could l.e
much worse to our ideas than the condition of the Jews under the late
but a lower depth may
open in the deep. Muley Hassan presented to the Jews only the benevolent
side of his character.
He showed no
countenance to the oppressors of thj
Jews, says the London Jewish Chrov.i- sv.l-ta-

jt
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and when well authenticated
abuses were brought under his notici
he did something to remove them.
About a year ago an occasion arose
when 31 uley Hassan displayed atone,
his genuine love of justice and his oriental dislike of foreign interference.
The governor of Morocco citadel hud
displayed more than usual vigor in applying the bastinado to the Jews. The
l itter applied for redress to the ministers of foreign powers at Tangier. The
sultan resented this appeal, but remedied the a'buse. "Conduct thyself,"'
wrote Muley Hassan to his
otiiccr in Morocco, "towards the
.lews in the same way as thou actus!
toward Mohammedans under thy
tration; in civil affairs do justice
to them, and in religious matters leave
absolutely to their rabbis the task c--í
deciding them." This friendly disposi-t- i
iv was more than shared by the Jewr;
of Morocco. They had an almost exuberated fondness for Muley Hassan,
fi r ct ting that while his active goodwill was but spasmodic the cruelties
!:". ! oppressive exaction's of his deputes were u constant and never-failin- g
actor in the life of the Jews of his dominion. It may be that the death of
Muley Hassan may urge forward that
which
growth of
has always preceded progress in Judaism. The Jews of Morocco should not
let the opportunity slip. Let them seek
equality before the law. If that were
once granted to them they would show
themselves unworthy of the great nice
of justice lovers to which they belong
were they to allow their rights to be
snatched from them by the small fry
of local oppressors.
ad-nih-

--

THOUGHTLESS
Heartrending

Scene

CRUELTY..

AVltiiewed

In South-

ern Kroner.

Normandy and Brittany are full of
scenes heartrending to the true lover
of animals. The author of "France oí
describes one form of thoughtless cruelty which is regularly practiced in the l'ays de Caux, even by people who are really kind and well meaning. She says;
To my thinking, the Pays de Caux
Each homestend
is very depressing.
stands amid lines of beach and oak.
f. nnal as toy trees of a child's mimic
garden. The trees, regularly planted
ami cut at intervals, form a parullclo-- ;
r,:i.i affording shelter to farmhou: i
You
liuiklings and apple orchards.
niter this somber inclosure to light
upon an unwonted and heartrending
spectacle.
In the open space between house and
trees is a pen, perhaps two yard:.
Mpiare. This is the lifelong prison ol
the trusty watchdog. Incredible u:
it may appear, no one sees any cruelty
in thus keeping a dog cooped within
iron palings from January to December. In fact, from its youth to old
ajre. never for a single moment is it allowed to escape. My kind host agreed
villi me on the unnaturalness of such
To-Da-

treatment.

"A dog. in the eyes of these good
folks," he said, "isa barking machine;
nothing else."

IF THERE IS A
LADY OR GENTLEMAN
IN SILVER CITY
whose health is poor,
whose circulation is bad,
whose digestion is weak,
whose sleep is broken or
any disorder of a vervouit,
lymphatic or Mood complaint

11
Olllelul

Directory.

FKDEHAL.

Anthony Joseph,
W. T. Thornton,
borlón Miller,
Thomas Smith,
JS.

A.
N.
A.
L.

C. Collier,
A. Freeman,

Pek'KUto to Congress

Governor
Secretary
Chief Justice

i

Associates

H.'I.uuKlilln,

B. Fall.
W. Lennlr.

I

Clerk Third .Judicial District
throw your prejudices,
Charles F. Easley,
Surveyor General
throw your physic,
U. S. Collector
Charles M. Shannon,
IT.S. I) strict Attorney
J. II. lelimiliiL'wn v.
throw your false advisers
Edward L. Hall,
U. K. Marshal
away and come to the Sanitarium
Deputy U.S. Marshal
ll. w. liOomls.
hair,
and
J.
yournelf
Honiini;.
r. S. Coal Mine inspector
J. II Walker. Santa Fe Ncirister band Office
A true diagnneix will be made
Fe kec'v'r band Office
Delirado.
I'edro
Santa
of your condition free of charge.
John D. Bryan, JusCraces Hen'r Land Office
The Animator.
J. I'. Asen rate, Jas Cruces, Kec'v'r Id Office
It c hard oiuiir. Koswc
Heir r haul Office
W. 0. Cosnrove. Koswell, Kec'v'r band office
Invalids unci the Siiultarlum.
W. W. Boyle. Clayton,
KeR'r band Office
The Animator desires to give notice to
. ricuels, naytnn.
Kec v r Minn iimce
all good citizens of Silver City, kith latkiuhtouial.
dies and gentlemen, that, all invalids
E. b. Bartlett,
Solicitor General
or persons desiring to seek a salubrious J. II. Crist. Santa Fe.
District attorney
"
"
S. B. Newconih, bus Cruces.
climate, and enjoy the benefits of the W. II. Whltemau. Alb'oue,
G.
spontaneous cure method that cures all 0. Bell. Silver City,
M. w. Mills, sprinner,
"
"
curable diseases, have been invited ti L. C. Fort. Las Veiras.
"
"
Geo. B. Baker. Koswell.
address any good responsible citizen in F. IMno.
l.ilirarlan
II. S. Clancy.
Clerk Supreme Court
Silver City as to the permanency of the E.
II. Berifniann.Superlnteiident Penitentiary
Adjutant General
Sanitarium and the sound reputation it Geo. W. Knaeliel.
I'll leu.
Treasurer
enjoys at home; especially among prom- K.J.
Auditor
Demetrio Perez,
Siipt. of Schools
inent citizens who received permanent Amado Chavez,
Inspector
Coal
Oil
S.
M.
Hart,
IxMiefits and will testify to that effect.
Any citizen receiving letters of inquiry
COU11T OP I'BIVATE LAND CLAIMS.
from "such persons will please be so kind
as to respond, giving them facts which
Joseph K. Reed, of Iowa, Chief Justice.
can be gathered from any person who
Associate Justices Wilbur F. Stone, of Cohas received treatment at the Sanita- lorado; Thomas C. Fuller of North Carolina;
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
rium. The Animator.
Sluss. of Kansas.
of Missouri. United
Matliey G. Keynol,
S. G. Spann, D. Sc., is in personal States
Attorney.
1

.

in

charge of the interests of the Aniniarium
COUNTY.
Company of New Mexico. He has one
Sanitarium in Hiwcpssful operation in M. W. I'orterfleld,
Probate .Indue
,1.
Treasurer
Fleming
Silver City and will proceed next" week E. W.
Probate Clerk
M. Young.
Slicrlir
B.
A.
balrd.
to establish one in Santa Fe, thence he
Assessor
G. W. Miles.
Surveyor
will proceed to Eddy, Las Cruces and K. L. l'owel.
Commissioner
S. S. Brannln.
other towns.
Commissioner
Baylor Shannon,
Commissioner
Foster
After supplying X. M., he will go to Tilomas
School Superlnteiucnl
It. H. Tlilelmanu,
Colorado and California. Perfect suc
CITY
cess attends him in all his practice.
The Animator.
Mayor
J. W. Flemint;.

breasurer
J. W. Carter.
Clerk
Win. F. boreuz,
The Animator.
Attorney
Frank Wright,
Marshal
1,.
folio
publey.
Cunt
journal
C.
The Animator, a
IIOAIll) OK MUTATION.
lished monthly in Silver City and devotWm. Urahm,
ed to health, science, literature, and
G. X. Wood.
1!. L. l'owel.
politics, has made its fourth appearance
and can lie seen at the chief news stands
COl'NCII.MKN.

the territory.
Anv one who has not read the Anima
tor can procure a sample copy free of
charge by addressing the .Animator,
Lock box zUH, Silver City, .N. M. The
Animator.

of

I. White.
.Martin Malier
M.

.las. Glllett,

Geo. D. Jtaies.

KIRK lU'.l'AltTMKNT.
i
I,, il.
r

liili.f
......

rni-i-

Assistant Chief
St. Georu'e Koblnson
Silver City 1'nst Olllee.
Foreman. K. B. Hose Co.
C. C. Whltelilll
'
Y. F. Hose Co
.).
Foreman.
l'lile
Oftlce open dally except Sunday from S a.m Steve
l.
I ........ rii..,t,Hin
ll.utb niifll.nilili.rro.
to 7 p. ni.
Open Sundays from (I to U: tl) a. in., and one
hour after arrival of railway mall.
Money order department open daily except
Sundays from a. m. toil p.m.
Mail closes for Fort Bayard, Central, Hanover. Georgetown and all railroad points dalK

at 9:40 a. m.
Mail closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate points at 8 a. m., Mondays, Wednesdays

BUSINESS

IS M1SINKSS!

ly

and Fridays.

E. ROSENBERG,

Mail closes for IMnos Altos dally except
Sundays at 4:15 p. in.
Mail arrives from the east, west and south
BOOT AND SHOKMAKKK.
dally at 4 p. in.
Mall arrives from Mou'ollon and IntermediI promise yon faithfully, In the loan run,
p.m., Tuesdays. Thursdays
ate points at
you shall save half your money, by havliiK
and Saturdays.
Mail arrives from I'lnos Alios daily except vour work neatlv and promptly done tomtit
yourself, at E. KOSF.XBEKG'S
Sundays at 10:.iO a. in.
Silver Cltv. N. M.
Ii. A". KKKI.I.Y. l'OSTMANTKK
11

THK KACLK:
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CASTS HIS FRIENDS.

Mill chilled tlie marrow of the ignorant
The Queer SlorU-- Told About a JMoneer and superstitious at its latest return in
Wiitliiii;to:i Handier.
i8:i").
Among1 some visitors to Scuttle the
It is yet far away, saya the Chicago
other day was Peter Gallagher, (i Times, but the eye of science sees it,

FOREST RESERVES.
The Government lleeoinliiB Interested in
the Import uní
The action of the federal government
.

in setting apart certain large tracts of
raneher living1 three miles from lien already within the orbit of Neptune, the public forest lands in the west as
ton; says the Seattle
Mr. rushing sunward and earthward with "reserves" was outlined recently in
Gallagher is one of the pioneers of the constantly increasing velocity as it falls these columns. Likewise, the value
sound country, anil has lived on the along the steep curve of its orbit. of these vast forests was referred to in
same place for twenty years or more, And a call to arms, a call for preparatheir relation to the great irrigating
taking up a quarter section as a home- tion, has just been issued from one of systems of the west and their utility in
Press-Time- s.

stead from the government. By year:; the chief watch towers of astronomy.
of hard toil he hts cleared up and imProf. Glasenapp announces that the
prove ;1 a splendid place, which, though computing bureau established by the
secluded from the outside world, is ti Itussian Astronomical society has unmodel ranch, of which the owner is dertaken the calculation of the true
justly proud. Mr Gallagher is nol path of llalley's comet with a view to
given to hunting and does not molest predicting the exact date of the next
wild game of any kind, and to this m::y "return. le hopes that astronomers ache ascribed the tumencss of a number quainted with unpublished observaof animals which make the woods in tions of the comet will communicate
that vicinity a home. One of these, a the information to the society.
black bear, has for a year visited hi:
After its perihelion the comet was
stockyard almost daily and eaten with watched retreating out into space until
the cattle, lying down among the May, ls:;.l. when it was Anally swalcalves and displaying neither fear nor lowed from sight. It will be in periferocity. Mr. Gallagher goes among helion again about Kill, but with the
the stock and frequently passes within great telescopes now in existence and
two or three feet of his bearship. not the greater ones that may then have
only in the yard but in the woods. lie been constructed it is probable that the
pays no attention to the bear and the comet will be detected coming sunlatter never offers to molest him
ward a year or more earlier than that.
contrary, eats with evident
The fact that the labor of computing
pieces of bacon and other scraps-fro- the precise time of its return is already
the table that are thrown out to about to begin gives assurance that the
liiin. The bear is a handsome three next time it will not be a question of how
hundred pound fellow and appears to many days but rather of how many
enjoy the company of the cattle.
hours or even minutes the calculations
Other pets are a pair of fawns that will lie in error.
run around with the young sti ck 0:1
A Wonderful Violin.
the place, eating with the calves ;!;'
David Johnson, of Alliance, O., has in
lying down among them as contente:;
his possession probably the oldest --violin
a though with their own kind. Tlie
in America.
The instrument has
evidently come from the vicinitv oí
Cedar lake, where considerable hunt- been a family relic for many years,
ing is done and from which section having been the property of Johnson's
game is being driven. Mr. Gallagher father, Ellis X. Johnson, the centensays he had rather part with the best arian who died a few years ago. The
cow on his place tlu.n one of the fawns. violin is a very handsome piece of
Thiss the second time fawns havi woodwork, the rim around it having
taken up their abode i.. this place. t!v been cut from thick wood and richly
first pair coining there about live ye r carved. On the intern is carved a bust
e
masters. On the
ago and remaining with his
ck f s of one of the
back, in inlaid work, is a design repretwo years, even going into the stal.de
and being locked up overnight. lb senting one of the ancient towns of
gave them to a neighbor, who in tun Italy, while the keys are mounted
presented them to friends at Knohc with pearls. The instrument has a
mish and up the Skagit. Tim sound; very rich, deep tone, but cannot be
ti shy, but not only is it vouched f r. í tuned to any of the violins now manubut it is further said that wild ducks factured. It is almost an exact coun- -'
and geese alight in his yard and show terpart of the famous Mojetta violin,
no fear in his presence, though the ap- and has been handled by some of the
lir.est musicians of the land. Around
pearance of a :.t ranger is the signal f
liight. Mr. Galhglu-- never hunts an ' the edge is a Latin inscription signii'y-- i
will not allow hunting on his place inrr: "Whilst living I was in the woods
nor interference in any way with his for God, but dying 1 passed away into
a sweet death." The exact age of the
pets, either quadrupeds, or winged.
violin is not known, but exceeds two
A COMET COMING.
centuries and possibly four.

supplying future timber demands. As
therein remarked, the mere creating of
these reserves was but an incomplete
measure, unless some permanent system of federal forestry was also soon
adopted. At present the reserves are
under the control of the land office of
the department of the interior, subject
only to such limited care as its agents
can bestow, which is slight.
Last summer the army was sought by
the secretary of the interior for details
to protect from depredations some of
the reserves. The acting judge advo
cate gave an opinion that it was not lawful to employ troops upon such duty unless expressly directed by congress.
Under this decision it seems that the
details that huvc hitherto guarded, except during the winter months, the
Yellowstone, Yoseraite, Sequoia and
Gen. Grant parks will be withheld
this year.
A bill now before congress in reference to the public forests authorizes
the secretary of war to furnish details
of troops upon requisition of the secretary of the interior to protect these
reservations. But whv not carry the
subject a step further, us has been suggested by forest advocates, and reach
the heart of the question? Substitute
a'bill placing hepiWiforeststhat
are withdrawn from public entry by
settlers absolutely under the control
of the array. Commence at the beginning and make forestry a' department
at West Poiiit, with a portion of the
conveniently situated highlands as an
experimental station. Provide for assigning a portion of the graduates of
the academy each year to command a
specially enlisted forestry guard to
carry out a system of scientific and
practical forestry upon these reservations. It is ventured to predict, the
more this plan is considered, the more
one will find in it a simple and logical
solution of a pending vital question. It
furnishes a new liel of aedviiy to the
army; it insures fidelity 1 the miti-.tiainterests. It would give permanency
:nd capability at once to the forestry
system.
To Make fulled Dread.
Tear the crust from a part of a loaf
of baker's bread. Now tear the crumb
of the loaf into long, thin pieces.
Splendid Traveler Dim- to i.'onie Within
An l:iK'ii'0
Kuln Producer.
Spread the torn bread in a pan and put
tltinmn ision In 11)11.
A rainmaker in India has an apand
alley's comet is coming buck, the paratus, consis ting of a rocket capable in a hot oven to become brown mincomet which in the year 10(SH shed a of rising to the height of a mile, con- crisp. It will take about fifteen
Pulled
celestial splendor over the Norman taining a reservoir of ether. In its utes. Serve hot with cheese.
bread is also nice with chocolate or
g
conquest and whose
descent it opens a parachute, which coffee.
vi: it was commemorated by the hand
causes it to come down slowly. The
of Jueen Matilda in the Bayeux tapesKcKardinK Osl.leli IMiiuieether is thrown out in fine spray, and
try: the comet that in t.Vl, the year of its absorption of heat is said to lower
In each wing of the ostrich twenty-- '
I lie bat tle of Helgrade. scared the
Turk the temperature about it sullieiently six loiv white plumes grow to maturiend Christian alike and was anathemato condense the vapor and produce a ty in ei ;M months. In the mule these
tized by a bull from the pope: the limited shower.
are pure w litio, while those of the fe- -'
comet whose strange scimetar form
male sIimoc o ecru or gray.
I
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who sat on the verar " v of
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MUSIC, ART AND

the king.'

LITERATURE.

the governWagner has been more written about
to the than any other composer that ever
Renewal of the Barbarous Prao-tlo- e ment building, offered thanks heroc",
head hunters, and crowned as
During Recent Troubles.
those who should have been hanged as
Popular tales are never put in print

The three members of the among Mohammedams, as the reading
consular tri- of romances is forbidden by the Koran.
umvirate "unanimously. winked" up-A "Society of Women Journalists''
the occasion, as thev had previously
just been formed with an office
has
winked at other incidents not less
shocking, perpetrated under the re near the Strand, London. A register of
There was a renewal of the practice spoiisibility of the protecting powers- - women journalists seeking employment
"
in Samoa during the England. Germany and the Pinter' will be kept there.
of
It is related of Liszt that if he acci- recent troubles between the partisans States.
hen the girls heads were
of Malie toa and of Mataafa; and upon brought in Mr. Stevenson went to tin lentally struck a wrong note he did
not take the trouble to correct it, but
the occasion, in violation of old Sainoan liritish consul. Mr. Ciisack-Smith- .
iiii:.
customs, theheadwof girls, as wellasof pressed him to take some action, yet hi made it sound all right by slightly
men, were taken by the native troops only drafted a protest, which was put altering the harmony.
engaged to fight for the triple protec- under a paper weight, where it lay un
Carolina lluusE and Agnes Kjell- torate which exists under the authority til the savage ceremony was ended. I Ic berg, two Swedish ladies, have received
of the liritish, German, and American then spoke without any good result t honorable mention at the Paris salon
governments. IJy advices received in some oi tne lighting men wno nar for sculpture. The latter holds the
Washington from spies a short time taken heads, and some of whom hut scholarship of the Swedish academy.
ago, says a recent dispatch, it was contented theiivclves with taking onh
Of Richard Henry Stoddard it is said
learned that an attempt to put a stop the ears of their dead victims, as tro- that he has read every important book
to the practice had been made by the phies, lie next conferred with tin printed in English for the last forty
American jurist. Mr. Ide. of Vermont, American chief justice, who. however years, but he still prizes most highly
who was last year appointed to the as has already been said, was power the wards of Hawthorne.
office of chief justice of Samoa, but the less. "I must not wonder, though
THE WORLD OF LETTERS.
attempt was unsuccessful, as it was may still deplore, that Mr. Ide acceptc'
not sustained by the resident consuls the situation. " It i: but fair to a
There are no servants in the Tolstoi
When the government troops went out however, that since Mr. Ide took oi'.ici household. The count cuts his own
to fight Mataafa's people in the rebel- he seems to have done all he could U firewood, while the countess prepares
lion of this year he warned them that prevent head hunting. It is tlie gov- their simple meals.
they would be punished if they m ernments under whose authority he
Lord Randolph Churchill is under
dulged in the practice of head hunting; holds his place that refuse to give him contract with a Paris journal to
write
and yet, notwithstanding, as soon as the power to put a stop to it. The old four articles for
columns during his
its
hostilities were begun the head hunters king, Mataafa. who was dethroned and journey around the world.
broke loose, and when they returned has been sent into banishment i,v
The mother of liret Harte was a
from the field they brought with them the protectorate, forbade, the taking o.
handsome
factory girl. Her husband
the heads of their victims, which heads in war: but the king who nov,
she became one of
were laid at the feet of the king rules by (he grace of the protectorate educated her, and
most cultured women in Petroit.
the
foreign
of
with the knowledge
the
is devoid of squcainubncss vn regard t
The rage for lists of the "most popuconsuls serving under the protectorate. it. and even this year has shown him
"
On account of the pecuUareircum-stance- s self readv to accept an oblation of lar" books has struck Norway, and it
ippears that Ibsens "reer liynt
of the ease Chief Justice Ide girls' heads.
stands easily first. Among foreign aufound himself unable to measure out
Mr. Stevenson declares that many
to occupy
the punishment which he had threat horrible atrocities have been perpe thors Charles Pickens seeins
in
first
the
of the
affections
place
the
ened to inflict. The ruling authorities trated diirinir the last campa ii'ii
public.
would give him no assistance: the of sirruinst the followers of Mataafa. l!i Norwegian
fenders could not be identified. The tells the "story of Manono." whciv 11' TOLD OVER THE BACK FENCE.
native warriors disregarded his warn aged Mataafa ilutvr hinnelfiii
A woman living in Trenton, Mo., is
ing; lie had no mean:, of enforcing his
before a I'ritiah captain and i. :
orders. "I can look for no support plored protection for hit. women r.:a described as "an amorous, athletic
agile as a catamount and fierce as
here, physical r moral," sayr, the chief children. Very soon afterward at t!i
a tigress."
justice. For reasons that are not to time of nightfall, llame:, were observe
A Nebraska paper missed publicatheir credit the HiironL.aiis living in to rise from the island. There was wil
Samoa declare that barbarous practices disorder all through the night: th. tion one day lately on account of the
must be tolerated until tlu rebellious houses were burned, the wome: editor's wife, who did the typesetting,
are wholly eruthed: and so i.tripped naked, the food trees hew; being away on a visit.
To re beautiful a woman must have
they are opposed to any iplvrrerence down, the animals killed, andagrei!
with the old Sanionn institution
part of the island was reduced to ruin: sweetlooks, sweet speech, sweet smiles,
sweet voice, lovely eyes, a comely head
headhunting. The next outbreak in lie tells of other outrages not le
Samoa, therefore, will probably again atrocious in the province of Ana ai" and a graceful figure. That is what
give evidence of the existence of the elsewhere, all perpetrated under 111 Walter liesant says.
abominable practice in an enlarged as- responsibility f (he triple protectorate,
An Elmira lady recently agreed to
sortmeiit of human heads.
shave her husband ten times for a
dollar, the proceeds to be given to lit r
The strange'! of all the protests
Tho StipernUfoin People ft CiiU'iilta.
against its continuance under civla'.ed
The grossest superstition exists in church. The husband think ; .that a
authority has just been made 1. y Mr Calcutta. Recently an Indian had a church ought not to raise money by inflicting cruel and unusual punishment.
y
It'ibert Louis Stevenson, the celebrated live goat Hung i'.own from his
novelist, who. in a letter sent from house in aee rdanee with the direction:
INVENTIVE GENIUSES.
Apia, tells of some of the scenes that of a
magician, who was called
were recently witnessed there, lie says in to east out a. devil with which a son
e
A folpino
has been
that the government troops, upon re was supposed to be possessed. The invented. When closed, it can easily
returning from the field where they poor brute was first fed with a few be carried in one hand.
bad fought the Mataafans, not only bamboo leaves over which the wizard
A money sieve has been invented by
brought with them the heads of rebel mumbled some'inantras and it was then
It sorts the pennies,
Ilrooklyndeacon.
a
girls.
They
those
of
also
warriors, but
pushed over the terrace. The animal nickels, dimes and quarters taken at
marched in procession to Molmuw, car was killed and its flesh was distributed
th j church coll ctions.
rying the girls' heads which they had to the poor.
an
oblation
taken, and "mime of them
criminals.

Native Troops Cut Off the Heads of Gtrli
as Well as Mu and Place Them
nt the Feet of Tlielr
!
Klnif.

"head-hunting-

I

i

am-azo-

two-stor-

baby-carriag-
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A HATED EMPERÜK.

han les.
wiin
Intercourse
ring
igners seem only to intensify the
popular hatred of the- European interlopers, who, they think, are encouraged
by the young Emperor and his advisers. The worst featrtve of the situation is that the central government
does not dare to rebuke the in: olelice
This has been
of the Hunan people.
shown repeatedly in recent years, but
the most conspicuous instance was the
failure to punish Chou Han, the author
of the infamous Hunan tract:; age.i.i'.t
Christianity, which caused all the peril
and suffering of missionaries in the
Yangste valley. This man was proved
to be the author of the:.e tracts inciting people to murder Christian missionaries, and the very blocks on which
they were printed were found in his
house, but he escaped on the speeiou:
pretext, trumped ii: by the governor
of Chang Chu. that the man was insane,
and therefore beyond the reach of the
i; i

Feeling Existing Between the
Chinese Ruler and His Subjects.

Ill

The Speedy Downfall of the 1'renent Dynasty Prophetically Announced The
Country to He Divided Into
Three Klii$loniH.

Reports of a serious revolt against
the present Chinese government in
Manchurin and the issue of proclamations by the rebels declaring that the
Manehu dynasty is near its end have
ereated a great deal of interest among
the foreign colony in the treaty ports,
says a letter from Shanghai. .News
that bears directly upon the reported
disaffection in many provinces of China
conies from Nanking. It appears that
all up through the great valley of the
Yangtse a finely written prophecy of
the approaching end oí Mancha rulo is
lieíng circulated. It i:i almost imp
for a foreigner who has not lived
in China to understand the importance
that is given by the gentry to anything
which is well written or carefully
printed. If such a document doe"; not
strongly violate the probabilities it
will be accepted as (iospel truth.
This prophecy, says the Chicago
Tribune, appears to be firmly believed
by all the Chinese who have read it. It
purports to have been written by Ilium
who in a vision describes
the downfall of the presen v govcrn-men- t.
It shows eont.i lera ble literary
ability, but anyone who is skeptical
may readily see that the author has
thrown in local detail to clinch his
prophecy.
The sketch of the emperors of China
is very well done, but this historical introduction tippoars to have been written merely to lull the suspecions of the
reader and to induce him to accept the
sensational tateinents about the coming ruin of the Mancha dynasty. The
prophet declares that the great provinces of Yunnan and lCueiehou are the
(irst that will abandon the empire.
After this China will be divided into
three kingdoms, but this will not take
plaee and permanent peace will not be
secured until the woods are cleared
from Purple mountain and the waters
jf Lotus lake are dried up. The
specious nature of sucha prophecy may
be seen when it is stated that about
ill the forest has been cut oifof Purple mountain, while in dry years one
may vu Ik over the bed of Lotus lake,
which i:i converted into solid ground.
Any reason of drought may therefore
be taken by the conspirators with the
assurance that the two main items of
this prophecy will be found fulfilled.
Huillín
In
there is deep feeling
against the present dynasty because of
its favor shown to foreigners. Hunan
is the seat of a set of fanatics who
would rejoice to see every European
thrown out of China. In this province
have occurred the worst outrages on
Christian missionaries, and anyone
journeying up the Yangtse retains
vivid recollections of the showers of
stones and obscenity that descended
upon his house-boa- t
from the neigh- :,:.i-ul- c

I'ch-Sha-

i

law!

Again in the recent Suneku massacre
missionaries the
was first insolent,
and finally,
then procrastinating,
when forced to act, cunningly made
scapegoats of some of the best native
lie then
friends of the missionaries.
dilated on the thoroughness of his
work and the impartial punishment
dealt out. Everyone recognized the
mockery of the thing, but as no
European could follow out an investigation his report had to lie accepted.
have
Since then elaborate protests
been filed with the Tauug-l- i Yameii
against the injustice of the proceed

of two Swedish
viceroy of II unan

0
0

ing.

In any other country "than "China
such acts would have resulted in the
degradation of the guilty oflieials, but
the governor of Changcha and the
viceroy of Hunan are both in ofliee
and complacently defy their foreign
critics.
It is from Hunan, therefore, that we
may expect to see the first uprising
against the present d nasty. There
are already rumors of serious trouble.
but no one can ascertain the facts, because the province is closed to Europeans, and the few native Christians
dare not tell what they know for fear
of the vengeance of the oflieials.
Hetty Grcen'H "Extravagant Boy,"
A New York man tells a character
istic story of Mrs. Hetty l!reen. He
was the Chemical bank in New York
one day in conversation with the c:: h
ier when Mrs. Green passeil throu;;ii
into an inner office. The cashier called
out and said:
"Uh, lv the way, .Mrs. Ureen, vour
son bought that railroad yesterday.'
"Did he? said the lady, stopping
short, "how much did he pay for it?
"Two million five hundred thousand
dollars."
"The extravagant boy!" said the fond
mother indignantly. "If I had been
there I could have bought it for fifty
thousand dollars less!"
That was the only comment she made
on the tran: action, which most people
would consider of supreme magnitude.
The chances are that she was right

(7)
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HARDWOOD FLOORS.
They Should Always Be Swept with a
Covered Ilrooiu.
The hardwood floor is comparatively u
new feature of the house, and it is not

altogether strange that housekeepers
do not always know just how to take
care of them. Many of them treat them

as they do a carpet, sweeping them
with a broom-cor- n
broom, which is intended well enough to take the dust out
of the meshes of a carpet, but not to
polish a hardwood surface.
The same woman who treats her
hardwood floor in this way would refuse to sweep oft her piano with a
broom-cor- n
broom, for fear of scratching it. She would probably take a soft
cotton-flannduster and wipe off the
dust, and this is exactly what she should
do with her floor. The most convenient
way of doing it is to make a soft
flannel
bag for the broom. The
dust is easily removed from a polished
floor in this way.
Such a covered broom is also useful
sweeping down the walls, though a
feather duster accomplishes this work
more successfully. There ought to be
a number of these broom-cover- s
ready,
so that when they become soiled they
may be washed. Painted piazas may
also be much more successfully swept
with a covered broom of this sort than
in any other way. Even when it needs
a scrubbing-brusif it is well swept
with a covered broom, it will look almost as well as if it had been scrubbed
with a brush, and certainly better than
if it had been cleaned with a mop. N.
Y. Tribune.
cotton--

h,

HATPIN CUSHIONS.

.

Two

Pretty

DphIkii

Which Can Be Made

at Small Cimt.
In these days when hat pins are as
much of a fad and of a necessity withal, as stick pins, it is desirable that appropriate receptacles be provided f r
them in order that they shall not i:iar
the dainty toilet cushion with their
hu;rc perforations. Where a suspended
cushion seems most convenient the always atlractrve little Japanese doll
may be utilized. Choose one with a
head measuring six inches in circumference. To dress one, as shown in
i in the illustration, fold a half-yarribbon together and
of three-inc- h
crease it to designate the bottom of
the cushion. Sew thirteen small gil.
spangles along the bottom, with a gil;
bead iu the middle of each to fasten i
on. Overhand the sides of the ribbon
to within an inch and a half of the opposite end; stuif with hair or wool an. I
fasten it. around the doll's neck. A
half yard of the same ribbon is cut i;i
two and folded lengthwise for the
sleeves, overhand, turn in the ends at
the bottom, and attach to the dress at
the shoulder. Now take a yard and v
ribbon, fasten :
quarter of half-incover the shoulder and tie about the
waist with bow and ends in front, although the really Japanese lady always wears her sash ends behind,
neatly tucked up into a sort of roll or
cushion A loop of this same ribbon is
fastened to the belt in the back to sus
d
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pend the cushion by. Decorate lh.
FOOD FOR INVALIDS.
sleeves and shoulder straps with
flow
to Cook TIiIiik 8 tu to Tempt the
spangles and beads, and finish with a
Delicate Appetite.
fringe of the beads. Letter on the
Eggs for the sick should be coddled
skirt "Hat I'ins" in gilt, forming tin
letters to look as much like Japanese instead of boiled. Itoiled renders the
white of the egg tough and indigesticharacters as possible.
The standard cushion shown in Fig. ble, even in those which are termed
"soft boiled." To coddle an egg, put
1 requires a bit of thin cardboard, five
by nine inches, for the sides of the it in a quart cup and till nearly to the
brim with boiling water. Let it stand
on the back part of the stove (where it
cannot even simmer) for five minutes
The white will be found a delicate
jelly, and the whole perfectly wholesome and delicious.
Milk is now given in all forms of
and especially those in which
.lid food is prohibited. The old
aey that it rai.-.ethe temperature, and
.is provs injurious in inflammatory
liscaso. has lung been dissipated
Hot
i.iilk isa valuable stimulant, ami prove
a most excellent tonic.
It should not
be permitted to boil, lmt simply raised
to a tempt rat nre as hot as proves eoni-- f
liable in drinking: it should bedrank
from a spoon, us this slow method inures bitter digestion.
When pure
Fia. 2.
fio. 1.
,;plk disagrees with the patient, a ta-- ;
le vionfid cf lime water added to a
foundation, and a circular piece two
v.l'ul. rr half a pint, overcomes this
.la
and a half inches in diameter for the
object ion.
bottom. Cover these with any pretty
A potato
baked with the skin unscrap of silk or plush, fitting the outis rich in iin'rition. and agree-iblbroken
side snugly about the cardboard, which
to the palate. The addition of a
you have sewn in a cylinder; sew in a
little
salt and a taUcspoonful of rich
piece three and a half inches in diamrenders it triüy delicious.
eter for the top, leaving an aperture sweet cream,
Ingalls II. Hue .Magazine.
through which you m:,y stuff the cushion, rounding up the top. If all your
BOOKS AND BOOK WRITERS.
toilet appointments are white, cover
this with a rullle of laee ofiutottcd
Swinuuhne's favorite exercise is
llmw.s
Swiss, and tie "at theCZ- swimming.
and loops of narrow ribbon. American
Mr. Hall Caink's somber story,
Agriculturist.
"The Manxman," is nearly ready for
Who Might Mamma Iter
publication.
Bottesini, the celebrated double-bas- s
Tiikkk are ten thousand copyrighted
soloist, was once engaged to play at a volumes of American poetry in the
concert at Monte Carlo. At the end of Congressional library at Washington.
the performance a young lady walked
Mb. IíiukuIIagoaiid has changed the
up to him, and, shaking hands, made title of his new novel, and it is to apsome complimentary remarks on the pear under the name of "Joan Haste."
concert. "I remember seeing you at
It is intended to publish a volume
mamma's," she said. "And wlio might of the "Table Talk" of the Prof. Jow-et- t,
your mamma be?" asked the musician,
master of lialliol college, Oxford.
who had been wondering who the
Silt Isaac 1'itmax, shorthand inyoung lady was: "Oh. the )uccn of ventor, has issued a library of about
England!" replied the lady, who was eighty volumes, printed entirely in
none other than the present Empress shorthand, ranging from the Bible to
Fiederick.
"llasselas."
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Ilewnre of Yellow Green.

Yellow green is a color to be spar-- 1
ingly and cautiously worn. It is rarely
becoming, and has a pitiless tendency
to bring out in bold relief every tr v.
of illness or fatigue in those who i.iv
sometimes don it with impunity. Such
a color should never be selected for a
gown, or its garniture, which must be
often used.
;

AMONG THE QUARRIES.
In England and Wales there are 2fi,813
stone quarries
Tiikkk are four or five hundred marble quarries at Carrara.
Tiikkk deaths out of every two hundred which occur among quarrymen
are due to accident.
About liin.tKU tons of marble, the
finest in the v rid, are exported annually from Carrara, mostly to America.
The entire mass of the Monto :'m;t .
5,000 feet high, which dominates Carrara, is solid marble; it is inexhausti-

Scnmttm ml Kcatlliiu anil Norvei.
The doctor who was conducting a
class in physiology lately took occasion
to plead with her girl hearers to leave
the sensations of the press severely
alone: "Nothing is so bad for the. ble.
The supply of slate for home connerves." she said, "as to read of mur-- i
ders and of thcr cruelties. I beg of sumption anil export in England and
Wales is obtained from their 13,703
you not to do it."
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